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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — This
year's production of Charles Dickens'
"A Christmas Carol" may bring a "bah
humbug" ending for Paducah Tilgh-
man High School's Children's Theater.
Mark Madison, head of the Tilgtunan
drama department, says that a 1978
state law eliminating student fees is
creating a financial squeeze that is
threatening the future of the 15-year-old
program.
The Children's Theater Program,
which provides elaborately staged
Christmas plays for the area's
elementary school students, has been
largely funded through admission
charges.
However, the 1978 fee law has been
interpreted to mean that no charge can
be made during the normal school day,
including admission or transportation
charges for field trips or assemblies.
More than 4,000 elementary students
from outside Paducah who have been
brought to the performances in the past
by their local schools will not attend
this year because their school officials
cannot afford to pay their way.
The program is expected to ' lose
$1,500 to $2,003 in admissions this year.
"Our department can't suffer that
kind of loss," Madison told a special
committee studying the student fee
problem Friday. "What that translates
to us is that this is the last year of the
production."
"I hope that you can change the bill in
some way so we can continue this
tradition," high school senior Brad
Trevathan told members of the com-
mittee.
Also appearing before the committee
with Trevathan and Madison to urge a
change in the law were students Cheryl
Cooper and Damon Winmon.
Madison said he thought the best
solution would be to earmark a per-
centage of the money the state gives
local schools to make up for lost fees be
spent on cultural activities.
However, Rep. Clayton Little, D-
Hartley, said he feared that such a
move would take away from money
that could be spent orii%luch needed
science or other equipment in rural
areas where there may not be much
interest in a cultural enrichment
program.
The committee, composed of
legislators and state and local school
personnel, will meet Dec. 12 to take
final action on a bill draft that is ex-
pected to propose some easing in the
law's scope.
The committee is working with a
proposal by Rep. Steve Wilborn, I)'.
Shelbyville, that would allow schools to
charge fees and transportation costs for
extra-curricular activities.
Wilborn, however, said he thinks the
problem is going beyond just cultural
activities. He said some elementary-
teachers "In his district are having to
have fund-raising events to pay for
workbooks and other materials used in
the classroom.
The law provides $20 per student to
each school district to, be used on
educational material that formally
required fees. However, the districts
only have to account for $5 of the
money.
"CHRISTMAS IN THE PlaRK'; — Murray-Calloway County Parks Employees Gene West, F. C. Cook, and Charlie Scott
partially hidden) are in the process of setting up one of the Christmas card scenes which will be a part of the second an-
nual "Christmas in the Park" display. Viewers may stay in their cars and ride through the park to view the 25 displays.
The public is invited to the lighting ceremonies for the program at 5:30 p.m. Frid. %, Dec. 7. It will remain lighted through i
the Christmas season. Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee •
'Christmas In The Park' To
Feature 25 Varied Displays
Bt DEBBIE N. LEE
'Staff Reporter
Twenty-five displays ranging from a
30-foot-long animated Santa Claus and
reindeer team to a 30-foot lighted
Christmas tree will highlight this year's
"Christmas in the Park" display.
"Christmas in the Park," the
brainchild of a local businessman who
, got the idea from a similar display in
Hickman, was begun last year in the
Murray-Calloway County Park and
received much positive response. An
estimated 22,500 people viewed the
display during the 20 nights the park
was lighted.
. According to parks director Gary
Hohman, 10 new larger-than-life
' floodlighted Christmas card scenes
have been added to this year's
program. Viewers of the display, which
will be lighted next week and will
continue through the Christmas season,
' may stay in their cars and drive down
, the winding road through the park.
Cars may came into the park at both
entrances.
One of the focal points of this year's
program will be an animated display
featuring a sleigh carrying Santa Claus
and his bag of toys pulled by Rudolph
and eight reindeer. A system of pulleys
and belts moves the reindeer.
Rudolph's nose will be lighted with a
red bulb. The 30-foot display is spon-
sored by Scott Drugs.
Another feature will be a Christmas
tree near the west entrance to the park.
More than 200 multicolored lights will
be suspended from the top of a 30-foot
utility pole in the shape of a tree.
A Christmas display from the Fisher-
Price Toy Co. and a star atop the
bailfield concession stand will complete
the setting. Recorded Christmas carols
will be piped through speakers located
throughout the park.
A Murray State University art class
enlarged the cards for the scenes as a
class project after a committee
selected the cards to be used.
Using the patterns made by the class,
parks employees cut the characters
from the scenes out of plywood and.
with the exception of two scenes, did the
finishing art work on each. The Murray
Art Guild painted two displays.
Parks employees are now in the
process of setting up the displays and
Fixing the electrical hookups.
This year's new displays are spon-
sored by the Murray Liens Club,
Murray Kiwanis Club, Beta Sigma Phi,
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees,
Murray Rotary Club, Fraternal Order
of Police, Calloway County
Homemakers Club, Murray Woman's
Club, Tau Phi Lambda and the Loyal
Order of the Moose.
Lighting ceremonies for this year's
program are set for 5:30 p.m. Friday,
Dec. 7, at the picnic shelter near the old
courthouse in the new park. There will
be recognition of the civic organizations
and merchants which have contributed
to this year's display, as well as
refreshments.
"An invitation is extended to the
general public to attend the opening of
this year's expanded 'Christmas in the
Park' program," Hohman said. "We
hope that we can add to the display year
after year so that it will become a local
holiday tradition."
MSU Orchestra To Give Concert
The annual fall concert of the Murray
State University Symphony Orchestra
will be presented at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday,
Dec. 4, in Lovett Auditorium on the
University campus.
The 60-member orchestra will play a
program selected from the standard
orchestral repertoire, opening with the
prelude to the opera, "Hansel and
Gretel," by Englebert Humperdinck.
This prelude, with its simple and direct
melodic content and fresh harmonies is
a superb example of the 19th century
romantic idiom.
The familiar symphony, "No. 5 in C
minor," by Beethoven will continue the
program. This is one of the most per-
formed symphonies in orchestral
literature, and its opening movement
has special connotation to those People
Entertaining Sports Characters
To Attend Murray-Lehigh Game
Wild Bill Hagey, Roger Owens, Dusty
Hudson, Backfire and Rattletrap-
they're all going to be at Murray State
University's Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday, Dec. 8, when Murray's
Racers take on Lehigh University in a
nationally-televised NCAA, Class 1-AA
Division football playoff game.
Who are Wild Bill Hagey, Roger
Owens, Dusty Hudson, Backfire and
Rattletrap? They're real entertaining
characters and almost everybody has
seen one or all of them at one time or
another.
Hagey is the Baltimore taxi driver
who became a familiar figure to
millions of television viewers during
the 1979 World Series between the
Baltimore Orioles and the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
A rabid Baltimore fan, he wiL seen
enthusiastically leading cheers for the
Orioles from atop their dugout.
Owens is a famous West Coast Peanut
vender and well known to thousands of
Los Angeles Dodger baseball fans as
well'. as those who regularly attend
football games played in Los Angeles
by the Rams, UCLA and USC.
He is an artist at tossing bags of
peanuts-behind his back, between his
legs and from all sorts of contorted
positions-down the rows of faits and
catching their money in return. It is
estimated that he has tossed more than
1.4 million bags of peanuts at athletic
games during his colorful career.
Known to West Coast fans as -the
peanut man," Owens has been a guest
and demonstrated his peanut tosses on
the Johnny Carson, Dinah Shore and
Mery Griffin television shows.
Hudson, Backfire and Rattletrap are
familiar characters to viiitors to Six
Flags over Mid-America, the big, 200-
acre family entertainment center west
of St. Louis at Eureka, Mo.
Hudson is the richly costumed,
honorable mayor of the big amusement
center which is the home of the famous
"Screaming Eagle" roller coaster,
Backfire and Rattletrap are two of its
more theft 20 costumed Mid-America
trademark characters who greet guests
at the gates and mingle with them
among the 100 rides and shows when the
•
center is open. Closed for the winter, it
will reopen April 5.
These are only some of the extra
entertainment which is being arranged
for the game, the winner of which will
play in the Class 1-AA national
championship game in Orlando, Fla.,
Dec. 15, by the Student Government
Association.
A mammoth bonfire also has been
scheduled by the students for 7 p.m
Thursday, Dec. 6, on the site of the old
Carlisle Cutchin Stadium and at which
time the Racers, 1979 Ohio Valle
Conference champions, and their
coaching staff will be honored.
who remember the time of World War
II. The strong, logical presentation of
thematic material provides a model for
all composers to follow, and makes the
orchestra sound with a special color
typical of the classic period.
The last half of the program will
consist of the "Carmen" Suite (No. 2)
by Georges Bizet and the brilliant and
colorful "Capriccio Italien" by
Tchailtovsky. The Bizet work contains
orchestral dances and scenes which the
composer extracted from the score of
this popular opera, "Carmen," and will
have a familiar sound to most people.
The Murray State Symphony, con-
ducted by professor Neale B. Mason,
has become one of the University's
major performing organizations and is
dedicated to providing a training
ground for orchestra musicians, in-
cluding University students, town-
speople, area musicians, and high
school musicians from the area.
This concert is free to the public.
Young Cadiz Girl
Dies Friday After
Being Hit By Bus
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — A 6-year-old
Cadiz girl died Friday afternoon after
being hit by a school bus.
Authorities said April Dawn Terrell
had gotten off the bus and apparently
dropped some of her school papers.
When she ran toward the back of the
bus trying to retrieve the papers, she
was struck by a. rear wheel of the
vehicle.
The little girl was taken to the Trigg
County Hospital, where she was
Pronounced dead on arrival.






TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Militant
students occupying the U.S. Embassy
said today the three senior American
diplomats detained at the Foreign
Ministry were "the head of the spies"
and must be kept in Iran along with the
50 Americans held hostage at the
embassy compound.
The statement came a day after
acting Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh said the trio were free to
leave. However, Ghotbzadeh said he
could not guarantee safe passage to the
Tehran airport for U.S. Charge
d'Affaires L. Bruce Laingen, political
officer Victor Tomseh, and the em-
bassy's security chief, Michael
Holland. All have remained at the
ministry since the embassy takeover
Nov. 4.
Today, Ghotbzadeh de▪ nied that • he
had said the three were free to go. "I
have never said in any interview that
the charge d'affaires of the U.S.
Embassy and two of his companions
could leave Iran," Ghotbzadeh said in
an interview with a correspondent of
Iranian Radio and Television broadcast
on Radio Tehran and monitored in
London.
"Rather it has been announced that
in the event of the US. Embassy's
charge d'affaires and his two com-
panions, who have sought asylum in the
Iranian Foreign Ministry, (are) leaving
this ministry, the Iranian Foreign
Ministry would not accept any
responsibility," he said.
In a statement released through
Iran's official Pars news agency the
students said Laingen "and his two
companions are the head of the spies
and their movements must be strictly
controlled." They claim the embassy
was a "spy nest" and say the
Americans held there will be tried as
spies unless the shah is rehired for
trial.
The three envoys are "not allowed to
leave Iran or to make any contacts
outside the Foreign Ministry," the
statement said.
The official Soviet news agency Tess
today accused former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger of "irresponsible
politicking" which has seriously
aggravated the crisis. In a com-
mentary, Tass accused Kissinger of
speaking out publicly and interceding
privately on behalf of the shah "in an
attempt to gain political capital with
right-wing, reactionary circles."
Kissinger, in New York City, said
Friday he believes the administration
is looking into places of refuge for the
shah "and will undoubtedly do what is
appropriate. I will not make any
recommendations."
On Friday, Iran's new foreign affairs
chief hinted that the shah's departure
from the United States might ease the
U.S.-Iranian showdown, but said the
Americans won't be released im-
mediately anyway.
"Certainly the crisis will not be
totally defused at that time ... ff the
shah goes, definitely the hostages will
not be released immediately," Ghotb-
zadeh told reporters.
Addressing his first news conference
since taking over the Foreign Ministry
on Thursday, he announced Iran will
boycott the U.N. Security Council
meeting on the crisis set to get under
way Saturday night.
He denounced the council as a tool of
the United States and said any decision
it made "is not binding and we don't
accept it."
Although adamant that the shah be
returned to Iran, the acting foreign
minister did not close the door on future
negotiations and said Iran would
maintain its contacts with the Security
Council.
The United States, which is looking to
the 15-member Council meeting for a
declaration calling on Iran to release
the Americans, has refused to extradite
the shah to Iran to face trial on charges
of corruption and mass murder.
An estimated one million demon-
strators jammed the streets of the
Iranian capital Friday, the second of
two Shiite Moslem days of mourning,
for a mixture of Moslem prayer and
anti-American protests. Today, the
number dwindled to a few hundred
outside the embassy.
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
reiterated Friday that he wants to leave
the United States and asked President
Carter's help in finding a refuge. The
shark-who was treated in New York for
cancer and gallstones, had been ex-
pected to return to Mexico, but that
government announced Thursday that
he would not be welcome.
The shah did not say where he wanted
to go. He was reported unenthusiastic
but grateful for President Anwar
Sadat's invitation that he return to
Egypt, where he spent five days after
fleeing Iran in January during the
revolution of strongman Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
There were reports the shah might
consider going to South Africa, where
his father, Reza Shah, died in 1944 after
being forced into exile during World
War II. It was not known if South Africa
would accept the shah.
Iranian militants holding the
American hostages have warned they
will try them as spies if the United
States allows the shah to'go anywhere
but Iran.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter said U.S.
officials called on Iran to "let us and the
rest of the world know how each and
every one of those hostages are."
The International Court of Justice in
the Hague, Netherlands, said it would
hold a hearing Dec. 10 on the case filed
against' Iran by the United States,





He Is CIA Agent
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The Moslem
militants occupying the U.S. Embassy
claimed today that one of their 50
American hostages, identified as
William Daugherty, has confessed to
being a CIA agent.
The student militants and Iranian
leader Ayatollah RuhoLlah Khomeini
have threatened to put all 50 captives on
trial as "spies" if the United States
does not hand over the deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
The students made their allegations
about Daugherty at one of their rare
news conferences, before more than 100
foreign reporters who were allowed into
the embassy compound.
Facing a battery of cameras outside
a bolted cafeteria building, four
students produced what they said was a
secret message sent from the embassy
to the State Department in August
concerning the arrival of Daugherty
and a second man, Malcolm Kalp, on
"SRF assignments."
The students did not appear to know
what the initials signified, and told
questioning reporters, "Ask the CIA."
But they said the document helped
prove that the embassy was an
espionage center.
Daugherty and Kelp are among the
hostages who have now been held for a
month, the student leaders said.
The students ignored a US. challenge
to allow neutral observers to see all the
hostages, and merely reiterated that
their captives were "safe."
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy and quite cold
tonight. Lows in the upper teens
to around 20. Sunny and con-
tinued cold Sunday. Highs in the




outlook for Monday through
Wednesday calls for fair skies
with a warming trend. Highs in
the 40s Monday, rising into the
low and mid 60s by Wednesday'.
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Events For Community Calendar
Saturday, Dec. 1
Special painting day for
volunteers win be it the First
Baptist Church Educational




Piano Students, sponsored by
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association and the Murray
Music Teachers Association,
will be held at Murray State
University. For information
call Susan McKeever, 753-
0485.
Chestnut Grove AME
Church, Hazel, will serve food
starting at 12 noon at the
church.
Reception for Ruth Oluokun
and her daughters will ne held
from 2 to 5 p.m. in the parlor of
the First Baptist Church. All
friends of the Oluokun family
are invited.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavilion, College Fat m Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
earn 437-422"k-
Temple 1il ,Lodge No. 296
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Third and final night of the
Intercollegiate Rodeo,
sponsored by Murray State
Rodeo Team, will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center.
Household shower for
Harlan and Vera Bdwden
whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire will be
held at 2 p.m. at the Mt.
Cannel United ' Methodist
Church.
Murray State University
Women's Society will sponsor
a Christmas dinner in Rooms
226 to 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, MSU, at 6:30 p.m.
Dessert open houses will
follow with hostesses an-
nounced at the dinner.
The annual Rotary Club
Christmas Parade will beheld
at 2 p.m. with the starting
place to be at 10th and Main
Streets proceeding to the
downtown area.
Saturday, Dec. 1
Granny's Gift Shop at the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Office, 106
North Fourth Street, Murray,
will have open house from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.
Oaks Country Club will have
its winter banquet at 6 p.m. at
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray. Reservations
should be made by Nov. 29 by
calling Mrs. Mike Morgan.
Murray Band Boosters will
have a booth at the downtown
branch of the Peoples Bank to
sell Wisconsin cheese and
sausage from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World
building.
Sunday. Dec. 2
Open meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club featuring the
Chorus of the Music Depar-
tment will be held at 3 p.m. at
the club house. The public is
invited to attend.
Annual Christmas Open
House will be held from 1 to 5
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild,
103 North Sixth Street,
Murray.
Chorus and Choir of Murray
State University, conducted -
by Robert K. Baar, will
perform at 5 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Invitational Road Relay,
sponsored by Murray State
University, will begin at 10,
a.m. at Roy *ewart Stadium.
Alpha Delta Pi Alumni
Association will meet at 5 p.m.
at the Alpha Delta Pi suite.
String Project Concert for
young string players between
the ages of 3 and 15 will be at
2:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
State University. There is no




Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. Note change in date.
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Monday, Dec. 3
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church Women will




will meet at 12 noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m.
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Irma La
Follettee with the "stitching
and stirring sale" planned.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Sara Bagwell.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Bethany Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at 12
noon at the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
Singles Unlimited will have
a potluck supper at 6:15 p.m.
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Dessert will be furnished, but
each 'should bring a dish of
food and a Christmas wrapped
white elephant gift. .
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 7594875 or 759-
1792.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
will be open from 10 a.m. to 12
noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center.
Amusing series of film clips
will be presented by Herb
Graff at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium, Murray
State University. This is free
and open to the public.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. Murray.
Divorce Support Group,,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at Tp.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Olga Hampton Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. for the week
of prayer program.
Calloway Band Boosters
will meet at 7 p.m. at the band
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!Lisa Canter To Wed
Shower for Philip and James Thomason
Tuesday, Dec. 4
Vickie Jones and children
whose home was destroyed by
fire will be held from 9:30 a.m., r 4to 7 p.m. at the Dexter i
Community Center.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 10
a.m. in the Hale Chapel with
executive committee meeting
in parlor at 9 a.m. and coffee
in the social hall at 9:30 a.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at First United Methodist
Church at 9 a.m.
Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly ) Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center.
Senior Citizens activities
will include Dexter at Dexxter
Center at 10 a.m.; Hazel at
Hazel Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Nutrition
Program for Elderly at
Douglas Center at 12 noon.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church chapel for the
week of prayer progam. .
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons aud
Dorothy with Mrs. Tom
Hogancamp, both at 10 30
and Bea Walker with
Mrs. bon Robinson at 7 30
Annual fall concert of
Murray State University
Symphony Orchestra will be
at 8:15 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium. This is free and
open to the public.
Murray State will play
Roosevelt University in a
basketball game at the Sports
Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Art Exhibit, sponsored by
Murray State University
Housing Programming
Council, will be on display
today through Dec. 6 from il to
8 p.m. in Hart Hall.
Group II of the F irst
Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. at the hori,e of
Estelle McDougal with Jewel
Jones and Gladys Valentine as
cohostesses. Rubye Pool will
give the devotion and Lucille
Austin will tell a Christmas
Story.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house with
Euple Ward of Need Line as
speaker.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club. will have its
annual Kappa Children's
Christmas Party at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m, at
the home of Susie Cat he.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have a
Christmas potluck luncheon at
12 noon in Gleason Hall.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at 7 ant at
Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Christian Wornen's
Club will have a coffee at 10
a.m. at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray For
reservations call 759-4635 or
489-2706. Bring a hatch of
holiday cookies, candy, or
bread along with the recipe.
Nursery will be provided at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Please do not park in bank's
parking lot.
Deadline for reservations
and for payment of tickets to
the Christmas Ladies Day
luncheon on Dec. 12 at the
Murray Country Club will be
today. Tickets may be picked
up and paid for at the green




Mr. and Mrs. Linnard
Gibson of Mayfield Route 6
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jared, born on Monday,
Nov: 26, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
- 
Mrs. Herschel Fowler and Mr.
and Mrs. Beier Gibson,
Mayfield.
LiNa Carol Langer and
ji WU'S Fon:kith llitintallort
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee Canter, of Mayfield, announce the
approaching marriage of their only daughter, Lisa Carole, to
James Franklin Thomason, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert A.
Thomason, of 806 Guthrie Drive, Murray, Kentucky. •
, The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Mayfield High School
and attended Murray State University. She is now employed
at Uncle Jeff's Clothing in Murray.
Miss Canter is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Bost and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Canter, of Mayfield.
Mr. Thomason, a 1975 gradulate of Murray High School, is
employed with Sinter Land Development Agency in Murray.
His grandparents are Mrs. L. D. Sauvage, of Tilene, Ken-
tucky, and Vernie ThOrnson, Smithland, Kentiickr""
The ceremony will be performed on December 2, at four
o'clock in the afternoon in the chapel of the First United
Methodist Church, in the presence of the immediate families
and close friends.
All friends and relatives are invited to the reception which




  Franco Drake
FOR SilNDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign-
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 1914
If worried about finances,
make up your mind to appty
yourself at work. Close ties
are willing to do what they can
to help you out.
, TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20
Getting your viewpoint
across to others seems dif-
ficult, yet a close tie is sup-
portive. The p.m. is conducive
to romantic bliss.
GEMINI
(,/day 21 to June 201
Inner worry interferes with
ifficiency. Share concernsith close ties and you'll feel
Much better. A time when love
works wonders.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 221 et:4
In the midst of a hectic noisy





(July 23 to Aug. 22) 42{g
It will be hard to get
everyone to agree about a
career matte', but where
affection is concerned, the
bonds grow stronger.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nrii
Don't scatteT energies.
Concentrate on one project for
success. Take the initiative re
a romantic interest at a
distance.- .
LIBRA,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Financial complications
may require sane time spent
doing the books. Share
romantic moments with a
loved one in privacy.
HEALTH 
Help for failing memory
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
75 years old and about a year
ago, I lost my immediate
memory. By that I mean that
someone will tell me some-
thing of importance and a half
hour later 1 won't remember
it I do not put things back
where they belong and many
times I misplace things I am
told to do things and later I
have to ask what I was sup-
posed to do. Otherwise. physi-
cally I am OK. I am con-
cerned because I realize my
memory is failing. Is there a
cure for • this^ In years past
my memory was great.
DEAR READER -- What a
sensible letter You under-
stand you have a problem, are
willing to admit it and .want to
do something about it I really
wish I could tell you that
there was a perfect solution
that would work in your case.
There isn't, but there are
some things that will help. I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 14-2. The Aging Mind.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper. P.O. Box 1551.
Radio City Station, New York.
NY 10019.
The Health Letter I am
sending you describes the kind
of changes that -occur fre-
quently with advancing age
and in greater detail some of
the things which can be done
to prevent changes or help
improve- such things as
memory.
There- really hasn't been
nearly enough work done on it
but I think that even people
who begin to have symptoms
as you do can often improve
their memory with memory
training exercises. In their
simplest form, that means sit-
ting down and _memorizing
things just as you probably
learned poems and things as a
student when you were
younger. Do memory training
of some sort every day. You
might find a book that will
teach you some memory
training through word associ-
ation and other mechanisms.
Of course, it's harder to
train your memory and your
thought process when you get
older, but that's not surpris-
ing. It's also more difficult to
train your muscles when you
get older and haven't used
them adequately for a long
period of time. It's better to
get yourself in good physical
condition when you are young
and stay that way, rather than
try to become physically fit
for the first time when you're
older. It's equally important
to work on developing good
mental and memory ability
when you're young and then
try to maintain your skills as
long as possible.
Many people have learning
if Wing U orkers.
1101d ileeting
Seren Seas
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met
-Nov. 20 at Seven Seas
Restaurant for a dinner with
their husbands as special
guests.
Edwina Huey welcome each
one and introduced Kerry
Vasseur and Monroe Jones
who presented a program
consisting of guitar music,
singing, and comedy.
Members and guests at-
tending were Don and Linda
Roach and Joy; Dewayne and
Edwina Bucy; Junior and
Carol Turner; Evelyn Willie,
Jacki and Nicki; Gerald and
Linda Cooper, Carl and Pat
Dalton; L. D. and Ruth
Warren; Bill and Betty
Gentry; -Bobby and Kathryn
Starks; Jerry and - Joanne
Windsor; Jim and Patsy
Neale and Chris; Kerry
Vasseur and Monroe Jones.
BURKS (71RI.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny, Burks
of Fulton are the prents of a
baby girl, .Nakiah Lauren,
weighing seven pounds 11
ounces, born on Wednesday,
Nov. 21, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Burks and Mrs. Laura
Fern Haynes White. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Dexie
White of Norman, Okla., and
the late Mr. White, and Mr









Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets, or,
Give YOLli Old Cabinets a New facc
Without Tearing Thom Out
Mufti, 492-681'
problems because they cannot
remember well. The older
person with this problem can
learn just as the child with
learning problems can learn
-- through repetition and
patience.
It's important for people to
realize that about 20 percent
of the patients who have
memory losses and changes in
the function of the mind that's
often attributed to old age-do
have medical problems that
can be corrected or at least
improved so that the individu-
al can function better
I still think that this
remains one of the large and
important - problems that
needs to be worked on by both
medicine and society and that
there are, obviously, many
better solutions than are
available to us today with our
limited knowledge in this
area.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt,e1 ,
An old friend can point out to
you what's right about a
relationship. Don't let current
problems dim the overall
picture. Be romantic.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3ir4x
Nerves could be easily upset
now. Perhaps, you're pace is a
bit frantic. Talks with a
person in authority settle you
down. Career gains.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Proving your independence
will not disguise the fact that
you're still in love with an old
flame. Give in to the impulse
to call.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Home seems too busy with
confusionl reigning there. Put
your house in order. Attend to
neglected tasks. Then relax
with a loved one.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) "
Talks with others could in
some way upset you. A close
tie calms you down. Be
grateful for those who truly
understand. Be loving.
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive, imaginative, and
have.a good sense of what the
public wants. You can succeed
in muAic, acting, dancing, art,
poetry,and fiction. You work
well in partnerships, but can
be temperamental if you're
feelings are hurt. Life teaches
you much about the human
heart, and you'd make a goud
counselor' or teacher. Hold
fast to your ideals, lest you get
yourself in a rut or nttle for a
job that doesn't match your
capabilities. Don't be ex-
pedient. Birthdate of: Adolph




Carrico of 833 Glendale Road,
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby girl, Jill Michelle.
weighing six pounds 11 ounes.
born on Monday, Nov. 19, at
the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. John Ed Sholar
Mayfield Route 3 and Mr. and
Mrs. John L. French of Fanc
Farm. Paternal great
grandmother is Mrs. Mum'
Carrico of Green Acres
Personal Care Home,
Mayfield. Maternal great
grandmother is Mrs. Thelma
Sholar of Mayfield Route 3.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Lee Wilson of Far
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Murray Business News Briefs
Consumer Relations Workshop
Held For Utility Employees
A consumer I-el/1'110ns
training workshop, sponsored
by Murray Electric System,
was conducted for electric
utility employees at the
Holiday Inn in Murray.
recently.
Participating in the two-day
training course, titled
"Customer Relations for
Electric Utilities," were 20
area utility employees from
Murray Electric System,
Paris Board of Public





Attending the course from
Murray ES were Bettye
Baker, 'Ron Foster, Martha
Jones and Dayton Lasater;
from Paris BPU: Rosemary
Brown, Dorris Kendall,
Sharon 1,oveall, Loren
McClung and Norman Taylor;
from West Kentucky RECC:
Kaye Courtney, Sharon
Crawford, Frieda Keen and
Annetta Stanley, and from
'Benton ES: Ginger Boatright.
"The purpose of the
educational development
course is to better equip our
accounting and consumer
billing personnel to meet
changing and complex needs
of over 49,000 consumers in the
areas served by the four
utilities," Superintendent
W.M. Baker said.
"In this era of .shifting
consumerattitudes, it is more



















efforts to maintain consumer
understanding and effectively
doal with energy-related
problen is that affect our
consumers," he said.
The course, taught by Peter
A. Dail, director of Education
and Training for Tennessee
Valley Public Power
Association TVPPA
Chattanooga, TN, is targeted
at all municipal and electric
cooperative employees that
have direct contact with the
system's ratepayers. Video,
audio and printed text
materials are balanced
throughout the course to teach
consumer relations
techniques which employees
can use to better identify and
analyze consumer needs and
provide effective, meaningful
resolution' of consumers'
potential service problems. .
"The presentation of this
valuable training course is
just one niore method by
which Murray Electric
System, together with Paris
Board of Public Utilities, West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative and Benton
Electric System, is meeting
consumer needs in the ef-
ficient, effective use of
electric energy in this Wester!
Kentucky," Barker said.
•'We're proud of the per-
sonal interest our employees
take in their work of providing
the highest quality electric
service at a reasonable cost.
We care about our consumers
because we are consumer-
owned and we think that'
makes us doubley responsible
to the folks we serve."
TVPPA is the regional




from the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Steve Baker Attends
Third Annual Heat Pump
Training Institute
Steve Baker of Randy
Thornton Service Co. attended
the third annual Heat Pump
Training Institute „...at the
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville. The • institute.
which met from November 12-
15, is designed to provide'
training for and to update the
knowledge and skills of those
in the heat pump industry.
Instructors from throughout
the United States offered
courses in residential and
commercial dirt design,
residential' and commercial
load calculations, basic and
advanced service, business
management for contractors,
and advanced heat pump
projects.
George Wilson, residential
director of the Tennessee
Energy Authority, spoke to
the group about the TEA and
about laws regulating and





Could the installation of
a fire/smoke detecting
alarm save you money?





You definitely can save money, plus interest, if




50% of the estate you leave
may never
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Steve Baker
At the banquet on Wed-
nesday evening, Bob Clement,
a member of the TVA, board
of directors, spoke to the
group concerning their role in
the need to conserve energy in
the future.
The institute was sponsored
by the Air Conditioning
Contractors Association, the
Refrigeration Service
Engineers Society, the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, and
the University of Tennessee.
Knoxville, Department , of




Dr. John T. Van Dyck
Named Diplomate Of
Ophthalmology Board
Dr. John T. Van Dyck III of
Paris, Tenn., has been named
a diplomate of the American
Board of Ophthalmology
based on written and oral
examinations taken this year.
A graduate of the University
of Tennessee Medical Units,
Dr. John T. Van Dyck
Van Dyck served a one-year
medical internship in the City
of Memphis hospitals and
ocmpleted a three-year
residency in diseases and
surgery of the eye in New
Orleans, La. He had
graduated summa cum laude
I ropy the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin with a
bachelor of science in biology
and chemistry.
- -+'er1n pw-fleeenewelee4*--
has been in practice at the
East Wood Clinic in Paris.
J. Nick Ryan, 36, recently
has been employed by Parker
Ford of Murray. Ryan is mar-
ried to the former Betty C.
Thurmond and they have two
children David, 16, and Amy,
14. He has worked as a brick
layer. Ryan is a graduate of
Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State Universi-
ty. David Parker, of Parker
Ford, said 'We are very pleas-
ed to have Nick with us and we
inVite all his friends to corny.
by and see him.'
Kentucky's Vast Coal Resources
Make It An Energy-Rich State
Kentliek) 's iiSt coal
resources make it one of the
nation's most energy-rich
states, but residents still felt
the pinch of gasoline shor-
tages this spring and summer.
Industries that use natural
gas have suffered shortages in
past winters and homeowners
have faced problems ob-,
taming heating oil. While this
winter may see an adequate
supply, in the long run,
petroleum supplies are
dwindling.
Synthetic fuels derived Iron,
coal offer a glimmer of hope,
and Kentucky could stand to
reap a huge slice of these new
efforts. But Kentucky
Department of Energy of-
ficials say that at best it will
be 15 to 20 years before these
substitutes for oil become of
widespread commercial use.
In the meantime, Kentuckians
have entered into an "age of
conservation."
"We must learn to do the
same with less," said Damon
W. Harrison, KDOE deputy
secretary. Over the past two
years, the state has launched
an energy conservation plan
aimed at saving nearly 9
percent of the state's
projected 1980 consumption.
The far-reaching plan helps
residential users, businesses,
farmers and industries face
the energy crisis.
Not all the aspects of the
plan are complete or
sweeping. Some are as simple
as riding in a carpool, or
making a right turn on a red
light. However, the plan was
prompted by federal
Economic Confrontation Of
Iran, United States Escalates
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK , AP - While
attempts to obtain this.
freedom of . hosta:Jis htld at
the U.S. Embass) in Tehran
continued this past week, the
economic confrontation
between the United States and
Iran escalated in a flurry of
lawsuits..
More than a half dozen
major U.S. banks, for in-
stance, have moved to get
contrel over IFanian deposits
or assets in companies. The
banks ' want assurance that
they aren't left holdine
Worthless paper if the
Iranians don't make good oil
billions of dollars worth if
loans.
In turn, the central bank of
Iran announced plans tit SW• at
least two of those banks.
Bankers Trust and Cha•c
Manhattan, which i.kt.re
among a number of banks that
moved to protect themselves
on loans to Iran by• -off-
setting" that debt with Iranian
deposits in their banks.
But the dispute over Ital.',
debts — estimated at
or more to U.S. banks - hias
spread to engulf Eurepean
banks, which participated
with American banks in some
loan consortiums. It al''
touched off some criticism
this past week from West
Germany, where one
American bank acted to seize
port of the assets of a German




been among the harshest
critics of President Carter's
Nov. 14 decision to freeze
Iranian assets. They fear
chaos in money markets .if
other oil-rich Arab countries
lose faith in the dollar because
of the freeze.
In other business
developments this past week:
—Consumer prices jumped
sharply again in October, and
economists said it looked like
1979 would be the worst in-
flation year since 1946. when
wartime wage and price
controls were lifted. For the
past 12 months, prices have
risen 12.2 percent. The in-
crease in the index in October
was largely blamed on higher
housing costs.
—U.S. Steel Corp. said it
was closing 15 plants and mitts
and laying off 13,000 workers
el eight states. The giant steel
ciiiiipany said it was forced to
make the drastic cutbacks
because it was losing money
on stoic of its older facilities:'
The cutback represents about
8 percent of the company's
166,000 workers.
—Most major banks
reduced their prime lending
rates to 15'2 percent from 153Y
percent. But Chase Manhattan
Bank went a notch lower,
reducing its rate to 15'
percent. The reductions in the
prime lending rate — which is
the base rate on commercial
loans were the first since
last August. Interest rates had
risen steeply in recent months
in response to strong loan
demand and moves by the
Federal Reserve to tighten
Know Rights
Purchases of unwanted di.•,
ehandise from door-to-do,.
salesmen need not ,dwai, •
reflect a aimed door p..ho
to consumers wishing, to
lain a refund.
"Consumers are proteeieil
under a ruling by the
Trade Commission that .116,a,
them to cancel a sale a diro
three business days if hi
cost exceeds $25," said
Nachbar, Director or
Control for CNA Insurance
Under the FTC
salesperson is required to
• Explain to the It
the right to cancel the sal.
• Provide a copy of
contract signed by the tol‘•
or a written receipt.
• Give the buyer two
ies of the "Notice of C;111,•
lat ion" form.
Nachbar explaine,1 tiae
order to cancel a sale. I
buyer should sign and J.,;•
both copies of the Nolo, ••'
Cancellation and within
business days send one (iy%
to the seller, keeping
other along with the •.il•
contract or receipt.
The •seller, conseq U111: I 5
is obligated to, within
days after the cancellation ,,•
the sale, return the now,
and any 1, Is or prop,-
that may have been trii,H.
in. In addition, any pith -
signed by the buyer mi..t
be returned. The seller ,
must advise what to do
any product left with
buyer (either- picking it
having it sent back or perli :-
even letting the buyer lo
it). Based on the agreeno
arrived . at, the buyer noi•I
have the item ready 1•'•
lion within 20 e- ays
the goods back (at the Nel.h•
expense).
credit in an effort to slow
inflation.
--A government index
designed to forecast economic
activity fell 0.9 percent in
October, the largest drop
since April, ,according to the
Commerce Department. One
big reagon for the decline,
economists said, was a sharp
drop in permits' for home
construction because of higher
lending costs. The index is
supposed to signal, future
economic activity, but
government economists said it
might be reflecting the actual
conditions in October.
legislation; states With an
disapproved plan qualify for
millions of dollars in federal
aid. Kentucky has received
$1.8 million for energy-saving
measures so far and is slated
for additional amounts. One
significant program could
bring $15 million to Kentucky
over the next. three years to
help schools, hospitals, local
government units and public
care facilities become more
energy efficient.
For farmers, the energy
conservation plan focuses on
methods for greathet ef-
ficiency in the use of farm
machinery, fertilizers,
irrigation, grain drying
techniques and other farm
procedures. Seminars and
information are offered by the
University of- Kentucky
Extension Service.
To save gasoline, the plan
deals with carpooling, mass
transit where possible and
vanpooling. Several Kentucky
communities have carpool
programs in operation that
are coordinated by the state
transportation department.
To make heating and air
conditioning of all buildings —
from homes to major in-
dustries — more energy-
efficient, the plan calls for a
broad ' range of 'helpful
programs including energy
audits. -
Teaching everyone to be
more energy conscious in-
volves programs aimed at
school children and adults.
This year the KDOE spon-
sored a two-day workshop for
high school students and a
statewide poster contest.
All told, there are 19 major
areas in the state's energy
Fisher-Price Appoints
Harold S. Tolley As
Public Relations Head
EAST AURORA, N. Y. —
Fisher-Price Toys has an-
nounced the appointment of
Harold S. Tolley as director of
public relations.
Tolley was previously
director of public affairs of
Calspan Corporation (Buffalo,
NY). Prior to Calspan's
acquisition by Arvin
Industries in 1978, he had been
its vice president of corporate
relations and corporate
secretary.
He holds a masters degree
in journalism from Syracuse
The first Cunard steamer,
the Britannia, arrived in
Boston in 1840.
On Unwanted Sales
selling items to raise funds
for a charitable association.
Others may simply utilize a
hard-sell approach in con-
vincing a prospective buyer
that the product is too good
to pass up.
"Much of the door-to-door
sales activities are legitimate,
but not all," warned Nachbar.
"By becoming familiar with
the FTC rules, a buyer can
protect against an unwanted
sales transaction.
Harold S. Tolley
University and is a graduate
of the Advanced Management
Program of the Harvard
Business School. The new
Fisher-Price executive is an
accredited member of the
Public Relations Society of
America and a past president
of its Niagara Frontier
chapter.
Tolley succeeds Terry J.
Thompson who recently
became director of public
relations for The Quaker Oats
Company — parent 'cor-
poration of Fisher-Price.
Married with three children.
Tolley lives in 159 Wood Acres
Drive. East Amherst, NY
conservation plan and many
more options that could be
utilized in the future
K E N TUCK Y STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market was stable. Leading
gainers: Begley Drug 1OTC),
to 1334 from 123e ; Texas Gas
Transmission Corp. I NYSE
to 27's from 261, : Vermont
American AMEX t, to 20 from
193s. Greatest declines:
Hwilana NYSE, to 341. from
35"s: Reliance Universal




Ails,,Willard  B. .Ph.,
director of pharmacy services
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, was recently
a guest of Syntexx Phar-
maceutical Company in
Freeport, Grand Bahama
while on a religious campaign
on that island.
Ails, along with two retail
pharmacists from
Washington, D. C., was invited
by the personnel director of
the Syntex Company to tour
the manufacturing plant in
Freeport. and view a film of
the entire Syntex operation.
Syntex Pharmaceuticals
has its United • States
headquarters in Vela Alto.
Calif. They are one of the
major manufacturers in the
world for steroid preparations
used in ointments. and creams.
The !Freeport plant takes the
raw material and refines it,
then ships it to other parts of
the world- for incorporation
into the finished product.
The guests were shown the
complete process, from
cultivation of the plant roots to
the finished products. This
knowledge allows the phar-
macist to understand the cost
analysis of these steroid
preparations and in turn pass
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Failure to . comply with
these FTC rules obligates the
buyer; to keep the merchan-
dise and follow all terms of
any contract signed, Nachbar
pointed out. Regulations by
the FTC. do not apply if
• The purchase price is
less than $25.
• The seller was invited
to the buyer's home to sell
the product.
• The sale was conducted
entirely by telephoue or
through the mail.
• The purchase involved
real estate, insurance or SeCU-
rity sales.
Door-to-door salesmen take
rhany forms, Nachbar said.
,Common are those selling
- ‘aeuum cleaners, magazine
subscriptions, memberships in
buying clubs, encyclopedias
and aluminum siding. lake,
4;ise, sales approaches may
vary but common are those
made by youths seeking syge
;lathy by explaining that ey
are tr e rn their way'— • r t.-7— SC oo ,
/selling merchandise for reli-
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In your "Today In History" column of
Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1979, you men-
tioned, as one of the highlights in
history, the burning of the Coconut
Grove nightclub in Boston, which or-
cured on Nov. 28, 1942. Reading of this
tragedy brought back vivid memories
thereof. I was there!
I was a member of the ( then) Army
Air Forces and I had been in Boston
only eight days. I had arrived there on
the 20th after completing basic training
at Atlantic City, N.Y. I was assigned to
the New England Aircraft School for
the purpose of attending their course in
"Airplane And Engine Mechanics."
Our detachment was asked for
assistance and, of course, we respon-
ded. Before and since that time I have
seen many tragedies and injuries
ranging from cut and mashed fingers to
broken and burned bodies from aircraft
crashes. But never, never have I seen
such a catastrophe as I observed that
night.
The Coconut Grove had, for interior
decorations, many artificial plants,
shrubs, palms and draperies that were
supposed to be fireproof. But none
were! They wereAnot.4ven fire retar-
dant!
Because there was no fireproofing in
the building it became engulfed in
flames almost immediately after the
fire broke out. The people in the
nightclub panicked and that caused
many unnecesstary deaths. They
headed for the exits which were heavy
revolving doors. They pushed on both
sides of the doors and, of course, the
doors would not turn. Many dozens of
the people died from smoke inhalation
and from being trampled upon just
inside the doors. If they had remained
calm many more of them would have
been able to escape.
A good many of the patrons were able
to escape. One man locked himself and
his wife in the food locker of the place.
After the fire was extinguished they
came out with frostbite, but alive. One
man, somehow, managed to reach a
small window which was several feet
above the ground and floor level. He
crawled through the window and
jumped to the ground. He broke one of
his legs in the fall but he, too, was alive.
After the worst of the fire was ex-
tinguished we went inside and started
bringing the bodies out. It was at that
time that I observed some of the
horrible things that I will never forget.'
Many of the bodies were maimed by
falling timbers and burned beyond
recognition. Some of the limbs of the
bodies were burned so badly that the
arms and legs reminded me of stubs of
logs which had been burned in a
fireplace.
There were many movie stars and
other celebrities at the Coconut Grove
that night and one of the people we
brought out was the famous and, I
presume, original Buck Jones. He
stated that he felt as though he was on
fire inside. He died shortly thereafter.
That tragedy occured on a Saturday
night. Our detachment, along with
many other people, worked throughout
the night, all day Sunday and into
Sunday night. Finally, after ac-
complishing all we could we went to bed
for much needed rest. I shall never
forget that horrible experience and I
pray to God that I will never witness
another.
Sincerely,
Suet E. Stalls, Sr.








Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
Champion
Family History
A year ago, I attended a family
reunion of the Champion clan. Mem-
bers of the family came from all over
the country to attend, but the one
person who had the lion's share of
organizing it was Bonnie Smith, from
Texas. She had originally lived in the
Lyon County part of Land Between the
Lakes. She had published a book on the
Champion family, and I am going to
reproduce the opening chapter, con-
cerning the earliest settlement of our
country, of which her ancestors had a
part.
"Our ancestors came to this country
from England, where the cities were
filled with the degradation caused by
poverty, crowding, squalor, disease
and enforced idleness. From fear,
frustration, hunger, illness, ex-
ploitation and persecution in Europe,
they came to this country. They came
to have freedom; to worship as they
pleased, to learn, to assemble, to
debate any issue, to own land and make
a home, freedom to come and go and to
seek a better life.
"A colony was chartered by King
James I in 1606 called 'Divers Knights,
Adventurers and Planters of the City of
London England.' Badly equipped, they
arrived and landed near the mouth of
the James River in Virginia. Here they
built James Towne, Britain's first
permanent colony.
"Among these was the first Cham-
pion, 'Richard Champion, age 19.' He
was in a company of 100 who sailed the
entire voyage in three 'frail vessels'
which brought them here from
England. Richard Champion is the first
Champion I have found in records
listing the first emigrants to the
colonies. Within the next 40 years I
found listed approximately ten other
Champions arriving on various ships
into the area around James Towne,
Virginia.
"Few of the colonists were trained to
survive in the wilderness and half of
them died from malaria during the first
winter here. Under the leadership of
Captain John Smith, they managed to
survive with the aid of friendly Indians
who showed them how to clear the
forest, grow corn and sweet potatoes.
"Introduction of tobacco from the
West Indies in 1612 made James Towne
grow. The growing of tobacco is cer-
tainly connected with our family
history, even into the 1900's. Because of
the need for land, since tobacco quickly •
7,0019"-ed- the. 600 ItirtkirriAittatuh-twara__,*
land was needed to continue this highly
profitable crop: This is one of the
reasons they migrated to other areas of
the country.
"From 1607, before the Mayflower
voyage, to 1643, our ancestors arrived
in this country — they came into
Virginia — then with free land and lots
of it, they started moving inland until
most of them migrated to southwestern
Kentucky and settled.
"There were bitter inter-colonial
squabbles over religion, trade and
boundaries. Despite their differences
the colonists were slowly transformed
into a distinctive people. They were
overwhelmingly Protestant and
English. The majority owned and
worked their land.
"King George III sparked revolt by
trying to tighten control of the colonies
and with London trying to appease the
Indians and calm colonists, barred
settlement 'west of the Appalachians
after 1763. Veterans of the French and
Indian Wars, who had been promised
"free" tracts of land in exchange for
army service became furious.
"Among these veterans were George
Washington and Ben Franklin, land
speculators, and the pioneer explorer,
Daniel Boone. They ignored the hated
Proclamation Line of 1763 and 1782 over
30,000 had crossed the mountains into
what is now Kentucky.
"There is no doubt in my mind that
the Champions were involved in all of
this history; it would be almost im-
possible not to be because of the small
area they colonized, the families all
intermarried, and the combined
struggle to survive united one and all in
a common goal."
Next week, I will continue Bonnie's
family history, and how the Champions
came to Kentucky.
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Gripping Tale
Never Happened
WASHINGTON (API — The story
told how Jimmy Carter's chief black
adviser, Louis Martin, was snubbed by
the New York Times and how the White
House chose to ignore the slight.
In the words of a prominent black
journalist, the incident "mirrored the
ugliness of the coming battle between
the president and Sen. Ted Kennedy."
It is a gripping tale. The only problem
is that it never happened.
The facts:
On Nov. 6 the New York Times ran a
front-page feature story on Carter's
daily routine. It was written by reporter
Terence Smith, whom Carter had
allowed to attend meetings of his in-
nermost circle of advisers for the
purpose of gathering material for the
story.
The trouble began with the
photograph the Times ran to illustrate
the story. It pictured Carter, his back to
the camera, sitting in the oval office
speaking to six of his top aides, who
were drawn up in a semicircle facing
him.
Also in the picture appeared a
mysterious figure seated between
White House efficiency expert Alonzo
C. McDonald Jr. and domestic policy
chief Stuart Eizenstat.
The Times had toned down one
image. But who was it?
Jet magazine's Washington bureau
chief Simeon Booker thought he
recognized the figure and was
outraged. "It looked so much like
Louis," Booker said in a telephone
interview, much later.
So he wrote a scathing piece in the
Nov. 29 issue of Jet, a magazine aimed
Business Mirror
chiefly at a black audience, stating
flatly that the mystery figure was Louis
Martin.
Booker even quoted Martin as saying
he was at the meeting and was
bewildered by the whole affair.
Booker's magazine account con-
tinued: "Aides in Jody Powell's White
House press office hadn't noticed the
snub to their only black special
assistant.... The slight to Louis Martin
( was) unprotested even from the White
House."
But the figure was not Martin at all.
Fellow White House' reporters had
instantly recognized the "blob" as
correspondent Smith, the man who
wrote the story and who was sitting in
the meeting.
Dane Bath, photo editor for the
Times, said that Smith's image was
toned down because the purpose of -he
photo was to show Carter with a group
of senior advisers and that Smith is not
a Carter adviser.
"We toned him down to detract from
his high degree of visibility," Bath said.
"There was no attempt to pretend he
wasn't there.
Booker says now he may print a
retraction, and blames the misun-
derstanding on the failure of Powell's
aides or New York Times officials to
answer his inquiries.
"They could care less ... Who cares
about Jet?" Booker said. Booker said
Martin himself also was under the
impression — incorrect, as it turns out
— that he was among those at the
meeting photographed by the Times. "I






NEW YORK (AP) — Barring some
unspeakable cataclysm, the stock
market is likely to recover, but in order
for it to happen just about all important
investor categories must change their
habits.
Those habits have taken them far
afield and into other investments
during the past decade, ,leaving the
popular stock market averages no
higher than they were at the beginning
of the decade.
During that time the country's gross
national product, or output of goods and
services, doubled in size, at least when
counted in current (inflated) dollars,
the same dollars which measure stock
prices.
The money went elsewhere: into debt
securities, money market mutual
funds, pension fund reserves, real
estate, gold and silver and various
collectibles, including-art,..A good deal
of it was simply spent.
The percentage of household
financial assets invested in equitiels fell
from 38.8 percent in 1972 to just 23.9
percent this year. Individuals became
disillusioned, lost their faith in the
future, avoided risk.
Something of the sort might have
happened with private pension funds,
too. In 1972 they had nearly 74 percent
of their financial assets in equities; this
year the percentage dropped to just
over 54.
Figures compiled by Merrill Lynch
show the same pattern with state and
local retirement funds. In 1972 they
Bible Thought
And Moses said unto God, Who sin
I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and
that I should bring forth the children
of Israel out of .1Egyptt ExoduL 311 
When we rcallit-;‘ 'an' a—
no good thing in ourselves it he«anes
very easy to look to God for total
loado•sh.p in our day to day Irving
were 27.5 percent invested in stocks,
compared with 22.2 percent this year.
Life insurance companies showed the
same pattern, falling from an 11.6
percent investment position in 1972 to
9.7 percent this year. Other insurers,
including the liability companies, fell
from 32 to 15.5.
Even the mutual funds, which thrived
on stocks for two decades after World
War II, began to change their pattern.
Their 1972 figure was 84.4 percent; this
year they are down to 73.2, the lowest
ever.
Foreigners have behaved the same
way, in spite of the hoopla about the
United States being the last outpost of
private enterprise, a haven for foreign
funds. Their figure was 19.9 percent in
1972, 12.2 in 1979.
What happened? Inflation, for one
thing. It cut into corporate returns on
investment, and it helped make debt
securities competitive. As inflation
settled in, that is, so (lid high interest
rates.
Inflation also helped destroy the
belief that things simply got better and
better in the postwar industrial world.
With inflation raging, all types of in-
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l'oday in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 1, the 335th
day of 1979. There are 30 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1824, the House of Representatives
stepped in to determine the outcome of
the Presidential election. Four can-
didates were deadlocked: John Quincy
Adams, Andrew Jackson, William
Crawford and Henry Clay.
On this date:
In 1777, Arab leaders opposed to
Egypt's peace overtures to Israel
convened in Tripoli for a "Surrunit
Meeting of Resistance."
Ten years ago, teachers in Britain
went on strike for higher pay.
Five years ago, 92 people died when a
TWA jetliner crashed during a rain-
storm in Virginia.
One year ago, President Carter met
Egypt's prime minister in a new effort
to break the deadlock in the Mideast
peace negotiations.
Today's birthdays: actress Mary
Martin is 66. Woody Allen is 44. Richard
Pryor is 39.
Thought for today: When prosperity
comes, do not use all of it. — Confucius
(551-479 B.C.)
10 lears Ago
Vernon Shown, director of (hi
Murray State University School, today
assumed the presidency of the First
District Education Association,
composed of 2,100 ,members.
Deaths reported include Mrs. 011ie M.
Singleton, 86, and Rudy M. Gfirdner, 87.
Mrs. Dixie Hopkins has been named
as speech therapist for the Calloway
County Schools, according to William
B. Miller, county school superin-
tendent,
Mrs. Don I J ane Rogers of Murray
was crowned as Mrs. Murray State in
halftime cek-emonies at the Murray
20 1-ears
James H. Blalock, United Fund Drive
Chairman for Murray and Calloway
County, announced today that the 1960
drive had gone over the top to
120,617.16, according to figures released
by the fund treasurer, Mary Pace.
Deaths reported include Noah E.
Mills, 84, and Math Allen Pool, 83.
Over 550 persons attended the Farm-
City Dinner meeting held last night at
the Student Union Building, • Murray
State College, with J. E. Stanford,
Public Relations Director, Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation, Louisville,
as speaker. James Garrison was the
30 Years
A Thousand Club replacing the
Booster Club at Murray State College
was organized here last night at a
meeting in the Peoples Bank Building.
About 50 persons were present. T.
Waldrop, Ed Settle, and Audrey Sim-
mons were named as co-captains of the
new club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Iola B.
Bryan.
Mrs. Gladys 0. Hale will represent
Murray Grove 126 at the National
Convention of the Suprem. Forrest
40 1-ears lgo
The opening date for the Murray
Tobacco Market was set for Jan. 8,
according to C. C. Farmer, secretary of
the Tobacco Board of Trade.
Approximately 100 members of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, with
their wives and a number of farm
guests, attended the quarterly dinner
meeting of the entire membership at
the Murray High School gym on Nov.
24. Members of the Parent-Teacher
Association of the school served the
meal.
The Calloway County Red Cross,
Mrs. Clifford Melugin, executive
secretary, and the Muray Boy Scouts,
Ralph Wear, Scoutmaster, in
cooperation with the Varsity Theatre
and The Ledger & Times, will sponsor
their annual free Christmas party for
local children at the theatre on Dec. 23.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Sarah Ellis, 89, Dr. V. A. Stilley,
42, I. Alton Hamlett, 36, Mrs. Nancy
Jane Sparks, 81, Mrs. Eliza Hanes, 72,
Sol B. Marcus, and Robert Taylor, 77.
50 }ears Ago
Completion of the graveling project
on the highway from the city limits of
Murray to the Marshall County Line, a
mile south of Hardin, was completed
the first of this week by W. C. Robinson
and Company of Owensboro.
With practically all of the exterior
work completed and the interior
finishing being done at a rapid rate, the
new hospital clinic at North Fifth and
Walnut Streets of Dr. B. B. Keys and
Dr. E. B. Houston is expected to be
ready for occupancy by the first of the
year.
Deaths reported this week include G.
F. Overcast, 71, and Mrs. Sam
Underwood, 77.
Murray Postmaster M. L. Whitnell
urges patrons to do their Christmas
mailing early.
"Thanksgiving 10 years ago found
many a doughboy in France especially
thankful," from the column, "Just
Jots" by Joe Lovett.
ThJO Ensowis.-theitelly,= --
pastor of the First Methodist Church,
Murray. His son, the Rev. W. L. Ensor,
is the new pastor of the Hardin Circuit.
State and Tennessee Wesleyan
basketball game. Murray won 83 to 51
with Hector Blondett high for Murray
with 21 points.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. .and Mrs. Pat Paschall on Nov. 29.
The Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women
prsented a magazine and book cart to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Inez Claxton and Judith Beam of the
Murray AAUW made the presentation
to J. Field Montgomery, hospital ad-
ministrator.
local chairman for the dinner.
David Kingins, New Concord 4-H
Club, Michael Palmer, Kirksey 4-H
Club, and Jamie Potts, Kirksey FFA,
won top honors in the Western District
Junior 4-H and FFA Burley Tobacco
Show and Sale held at Mayfield.
The Murray Knights lost to Hardin in
an independent basketball league
game. Chico Reyes was high for
Murray and Bob Miller for Hardin.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"The Nun's Story" starring Audrey
Hepburn.
Woodmen Circle to be held at MIRMI,
Fla.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlton Buchanan on Nov. 26,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Miller on
Nov. 27, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Pierce on Nov. 27.
Dr. Rainey t. Wells spoke at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
James Thompson, son of Mrs. Gela
Thompson of Murray, is a student at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
The First Baptist Church will hold
open house at the newly erected par-
sonage, home of the pastor, the Rev.
Sam P. Martin, on Dec. 15.
Marriages announced this week
include Fannie Sue Jones to H. S.
Rogers on Nov. 25.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lumsden on
Nov. 26.
Gus Robertson of Mw-ray will serve
as grader for the tobacco market at
Paris, Tenn., this season.
Members of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club gave a
bulb shower on Nov. 24 for the grounds
of the Home Management House at
Murray State College.
A 12 to 12 tie was recorded in the
football game played between Murray
State and Western at Bowling Green on
Nov. 25 before 5,500 rooters.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training beat Bardwell with
Hood getting 20 for Murray Training
and Fair 10 for Bardwell.
The past Murray pastor, the Rev. C. E.
Norman, was transferred to Union City,,
Tenn.
The Calloway County Teachers under
the leadership of Supt. R. E. Broach
voted for 100 per membership and
cooperation to the First District
Education Association that met at
Mw-ray State Teachers College on Nov.
29 and 30. ,
More than 100 local football fans went
by the special tr in from Murray to
Paris, Tenn., for tie football game on
Nov. M between , Murray High and
Grove High with Grove as winner.
A play, "Training of Husbands,"
' written by Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, was
presented by Mesdames Ashcraft,
Charles Hire, J. D. Sexton, Carlisle
Cutchin, and N. P. Hutson at the
meeting of the Horne Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held at the
Cutchin home.
Sen. T. 0. Turner was in St. Louis,
Mx:: last-meet* orritibastnes.trtv="---,-  - -
Thanksgiving dinner was listed at 85 .
cents per person at the National Hotel
dining room.
I
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tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
—Dusk A 61 ..te‘ (.4‘
By Abigail Van Buren
WO Or Chicago Tribune tv V Vows S nO int
'Model Mother'
Jumps Pedestal
DEAR ABBY: My mother, who is 50, has always been a
model mother - until now. She and my father were divorced
three years ago. Mom and I recently moved to California
where we share an apartment. Now I'm suddenly finding out
some things about her I never knew before.
She has been getting frequent telephone calls from a. man
who lives in the Middle East. She tells me he is coming to
the States next month and she plans to meet him in New
York! I started asking questions and learned that she had
known this man for 10 years.
Now. I ask you, is this the way for a respectable 50-year-
old woman to act? It's really changed the way I feel about
my mother, Abby. But if you say it's all right. I'll accept your
decision.
Let me know soon. I am building some bad feelings for a
person for whom I've always had a lot of respect.
TORN IN CALIF'.
DEAR TORN: Don't jump to conclusions. And don't
judge your mother until you have walked in her moccasins
for three years. Better make that 10!
DEAR Atitil : Cm astonished that you and your other
,readers seem to be so completely uninformed on why
-,1women knit, crochet and do needlepoint.
The reason is obvious. It gives them something to think
about while they're talking.
ED IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR ED: Men also do needlework. Case in point: YOU
appear to be quite handy with the needle. Does the same
hold true for men?
DEAR AMY: Diane. our 21-year-old daughter, phoned
last week to inform us that she and her boyfriend have
decided to get married. In closing the conversation, she said.
When can we pick out my wedding dress. Mom? You're sup
posed to pay for it, aren't you?"
.Abby, what are the obligations ofjtheybride's paOnts
when the bride and groom have been living together openly
for over a year?.
My husband and I never approved of that setup, but we
accepted it since she was of age and we had no choice. Our
family and friends were aware of our daughter's lifestyle;
we made no effort to hide it. although we weren't exactly
proud of it.
Now that the wedding date has been set, Diane expects a
los ely church wedding with all the trimmings-at our ex-
pense.
" Both Diane and her boyfriend work, have cars and a fairly
nice apartment. I know they have nothing saved because
I've had to help Diane out when emergencies and unex-
pected bills popped up.
My husband is a kind and generous man who will go along
with .my decision,. My question: Under the circumstances,
arc we obligated to foot the bill for the kind of wedding our
daughter wants?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
1)1 AR WITHHOLD: No. Your obligations to Diane
ceased when she became of age. Do only that which will give
101 pleasure.
CONF IDENTIAL TO —SHOULD I GIVE IN?": Your
question can best be answered by something I came across
today:
"N hen I met him, I liked him.
When I liked him, I loved him.
VI hen I loved him, I let him.
VI hen I let him, I lost him."
AUTHOR UNKNOWN
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send SI and • long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
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FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1979
What kind of day will SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Hidden factors affect
financial dealings. You'll be
wise to be wary of overex-
tending yourself. A charge
card is temptation to ill-
A busy day of corn- fortune.
municatioins with very little SAGITTARIUS




tangled in arguments. Act on Small differences could
that financial plan. escalate re a relationship. A
TAURUS private talk with a friend is
Apr. 20 to May 20) ‘-° rewarding. Allow partners the
Put a lid on spending. You right to do their own thing.
could overextend yourself CAPRICORN
now. Heed the advice of a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
-Too many things on your
desk impede work efficiency.
Your best hunch careerwise
comes through a friend. Be
careful of health and diet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Awl°
You may be inclined to play
the field re romance. Don't




partner or close tie re a work
project.
May 21 to June 20) 049"
GEMINI
Concern about your own
self-image impedes getting
along with others. Forget ego
and buckle down to work. New
ideas will succeed.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may feel you have
enough problems of your own
without getting involved with
thoie of others. Don't with-
draw — participate!
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)44z
Don't expect too much from
friends now. Interpersonal
relations are somewhat
clouded. Talk things over with
a trusted tie.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 1119
Rushing won't make things
happen careerwise. You'll
come up with a solution re
finances. Others promise
more than they deliver,
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You_11 do better con-
cenfratifig tirble
now than making far-out
future plans. Shrewdness aids
yoq're financial situation.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Problems on the domestic
front require a decision now.




YOU BORN TODAY have a
creative flair which will serve
you well in either business or
the arts. You have charm
coupled with the gift of gab
and would make a good
salesman, esp of stocks and
bonds.-A born writer, you can
succeed in journalism. Ad-
vertising, literature, editing,
publishing, and criticism.
Your social contacts will be a
factor in your rise to the top.
Cultivate_ a_sennof. respan;
sitar!, and cotilrifunt- *-
minded spirit for success. Art,
film, and acting may also
appeal to you.
27
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Drawing Toy...
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1e-AeteDr
Nov is Pate, left, Murray, took this 6 point buck in
Calloway while hunting with Steve Gordon.
Kenneth Mohler, Murray, took this 5 pointer from the
LBL. Photo Courtesy Paul's Taxidermy
Weight Loss When
Field Dressing Deer
Hunters frequently ask how
much their hog-dressed deer
would have weighed alive.
Studies show that between 25
and 30 percent of live weight is
lost in field dressing. The
exact percentage will vary
somewhat with the sex and
age of the deer and the time of
day it was shot.
For practical purposes,
close approximation of the
live weight will be obtained if
one third of the hog-dressed is
added. Thus the live weight of
a hog-dressed prime buck
weighing 150 pounds would be
computed as 200 pounds.
Another point of interest to
many hunters is the amount of
meat available' from a deer.
This varies considerably
depending on the age, size,
and condition of the deer as
well as the amount of meat
spoiled in killing the animal or
disposed of in skinning the
deer.
Studies show the following
conversions can, be made for
deer handled reasonably well:
a 200-pound hog-dressed deer
yields about 175 pounds of
edible meat; a 150-pounder,
120 pounds; a 125-pounder, 95




During the first statewide
gun deer season 35 deer were
checked in at the three check
stations in Calloway County.
Paul's Taxidermy reported
having 11 deer checked in with
the largest being a 12 point
buck shot by Jimmy Darnell,
Indiana, while hunting with
his brother-in-law Wayne
Johnston, Murray
Big Mac's Sporting Goods
listed 19 deer checked in With
a 16 pointer, shot by Buddy
.Windsor, Murray, being the
largest brought in.
New Concord Grocery had
five deer checked in with the








Open Mon. thru Sat. 9111-9
Sunday 1-6
c, Fins & Feathers
INMAN OUTDOORS By Wade Bourne
Hunters, Fishermen Take
Warning: Winter Boating Is A
Dangerous Pro positio
I'll never forget standing in
my duck blind on Barkley
Lake two years ago and
hearing frantic crys for help
from behind a close island. My
partners and I jumped into our
boat and sped around the
island to find three _ wet,
shivering hunters huddled
together in the mud.
There had been four of
them. They'd stopped on the
bank to look for a place to
hunt, and when they pushed
back off, the weight in the boat
was improperly distributed. 9
corner of the johnboat dipped
under water, the boat quickly
capsized, and the hunters
were suddenly swimming.
Three made it to shore, but the
fourth drowned. •
When we got to them four
life vests, which had been in
the bottom of the boat, floated
uselessly and pathetieally
where the mud met the water.
It seems like every winter
the media carry stories of
hunters or fishermen
drowning in area lakes or
rivers. The big water offers
some great sport, but it can
also be deadly if proper
respect and care aren't af-
forded by those who use it.
Pre-outing precautions
There are several thin
hunter or fisherman can do
prior to hitting the b.g water to
inure a safe return. Ally
the most important p tion
is to make sure yoiflie the
right equipment id terms of
boat and motor. Don't run the
rivers or lakes in knell, low-
sided boats. Go in something
large enough to ride over
whitecaps or swells from
passing towboats. Also, check
the maximum loading
capacity of your boat and
observe it faithfully. The
death I described earlier
resulted froin an overload
situation.
Item number two is
paramount. Make sure you
have a good life vest, and wear
it whenever you get in the
boat. I use an expensive vest
type preserver, and I wear it
under my outer coat.
Whenever the motor starts
that vest is on and zipped up.
Other precautions are to
have a good bailing bucket or
better yet, an electric bilge
pump to take care of water
from heavy rains, waves
corning over the bow or leaks
or holes in the boat's hull.
Another necessity is a couple
of stout paddles (It's an un-
comfortable situation for your
motor to quit and strand you in
the main channel of the
Mississippi River.)
Also, if you're con-
templating buying a new boat,
Hunting on the big lakes and rivers can produce some good action, but it can also be
dangerous. Hunters should know and respect the waters and exercise proper caution
when in the boat.
get one which has built in
flotation. The added feature
won't run much extra and
should your boat turn over.
it'll still float. You can flip it
back, bail it out and be more
likely to survive a dangerous
situation.
e final precaution, install
a kill switch on your boat's
ignition, and use it faithfully.
A log in the dark might throw
you out of the boat, but if
you're wearing your life vest
and your boat stops, your only
problem will probably be a
case of the shivers. .
So you're in the water
Despite all these
precautions, accidents do
happen, and you might find
yourself in the drink. What
happens to your body and how
can you survive constant
exposure to frigid water?
We'll start by assumkig you
have your life jacket on.
Without it your chances of
staying afloat long enough to.
be rescued are almost
nonexistent.
When you hit the water a
series of events may occur.
You will probably experience
momentary panic or, at worst,
shock. In severe cases the
initial shock has been known
to cause cardiac arrest.
Survivors of cold water
accidents have reported their
breath being driven from
them on first impact with the
water. Total 'disorientation
can occur. Persons have
reported thrashing helplessly
in the water for 30 seconds or
more until they were able to
get their bearings. .
Immersion in cold water
quickly numbs the extremities
to the point of uselessness.
Cold water robs the body's
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We speoolire In Kentucky take Catfish)
203 E. Main
heat 32 times faster than cold
air. Within minutes severe
pain can cloud rational
thought. And finally, without
rescue and proper first aid,
unconsciousness and death
from exposure can occur.
Most wintertime hunters
and fishermen dress in
several loose layers of
clothing, and in the water this
helps two ways; the layers
trap air bubbles to give you
more flotation, and they will
hold a layer of warm water
next to your body.
The trick is to retain this
warmer water. If you panic
and thrash about, you'll get a
fresh flow of cold water
through your clothes and
speed up the body's cooling
process.
Try to remain calm and
still, and consider your op-
tions. You need to get out of
the water as soon as possible,
either by climbing back in the
boat or by swimming to shore.
If Theboat is accessible, move
to it slowly. Float on your back
and use your hands to propel
yourself gently. .
Few people can swim as far
as a mile in water colder than
50 degrees. If you're that far
from shore, and your boat is
gone, it's probably best to
float where you are, try to
conserve body heat and hope
for rescue.
Draw yourself into the H-E-
L-P position (Heat Escape
Lessening Posture). Hold your
arms snuggly against the
sides of your body and cross
your forearms across your_
chest. Cross your legs and
draw them up into your
stomach.
Another good bet is to carry
a waterproof fire starting kit
in case you can make it to
shore. I carry matches in a
waterproof case, a candle and
a disposable butane lighter.
Also I carry a small plastic
bottle of kerosene. My guess is
that I'll be too cold and stiff to
spend much time building a
fire, and I want to warm up in
a hurry.
I also carry a couple of
chocolate bars sealed in a
plastic zip-lock bag. A good.
dose of sugar in the blood-
stream is a welcome addition
to fire in a survival situation.
When you're going on the
big water, always leave a hunt
plan with somebody at home.
If you're thrown overboard
and climb out on an island,
searchers will have an idea
where to look.
The big lakes and rivers can
be friendly, fun places, but
they can also be catastrophic.
Men who have run them all
their lives have disappeared
on them. Big rivers and lakes
warrent the utmost respect,
especially from someone not ,
familiar to the whims or ,
dangers of the wild waters.
Use proper equipment!
WEAR THAT LIFE VEST!
And if you go for an unex- •
pected swim, try to fight down
panic so you can work out a
plan to escape the
predicament. This way you
might avoid becoming another
mark in a grim ledger.
1 AMMEROUTBOARDS






NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros




Anr Kentucky duck hunter
who hasn't caught on to the
point systeni by now is either a
beginner or has been doing
something y ery wrong for the
past several years.
But if yi)u've still got the
point values for the various
duck species memorized from
last year, you'll have to
remember only. one change
Drake mallards. which cost
you 35 points last season, are
worth 25 this year.
This is welcome news, since
the mallard is our most
common duck. Hunters who
select only drakes can harvest
four mallards per day, instead
of thethree possible last year.
Other point values, in case
you don't remember from last
season, an' 1 100 points
canvasback: 70 points - hen
mallard, black duck, wood
duck, hooded merganser and




widgeon and all mergansers
except the hooded merganser;
25 points - drake mallard and
all other,ducks not mentioned
a bov
Coo s have a point value of
zero, "(inhere is a daily linut
of 15 and a possession linut of
won coots
Under the point syStem, the
daily bag lunit is reached
when the point value of the
last duck taken, added to the
total point values of the ducks
already bagged, reaches or
exceeds 100 points. The
possession limit ( after two or
more days of hunting I is the
maximum number of ducks of
those species and sexes which
could have been taken legally
in two days.
Kentucky's duck season
opened Nov 21, with the first
phase ending Nov. 25. This
five-day season is designed
primarily to allow sonic early
shooting ip. the Mississippi
River bottoms of extreme
Western Kentucky:— where if
conditions are right some good
concentrations of ducks can be
found.
The season reopens Dec. ;
and runs through Jan. 20, 1981i
'The best waterfowl (ion -
cent ra t ions generally occul
late in December or
January'. Although ducks ear,
be found over most of hi,
state, West Kentucky offer,
the highest populations and
the best hunting.
This year's goose season.
which opened Nov. 12, will
- also run through Jan. 20. Hi.1,4
rapidly geese migrate int"
Kentucky depends largel
upon the weather th,
nastier it is up north, the more
geese move south. 1.ate-
season hunters usually hod
the highest numbers, and
West Kentucky, along the
Mississippi River, offers the
best hunting.
Goose limits are set at five
daily, with orgy two Canada
geese or two white-fronted
geese or one of each allowed in
the daily bag. The possession
limit also five, witb amos
combination which does not
include more than four
Canada and white=frontcd
geese in the aggregate, it
which not more than two Imo
be white-fronted.
Waterfowl hunters are
required to purchase a
Federal Migratory Bird
limiting Stamp .(the forma]
name for what we all know a,
a "duck stamp" ) in addition h•
a valid Kentucky license. The
duck stamp mavailable at alt
U.S. post offices) is required
of all duck or goose hunters
over 16 year'S old and is go•'id
anywhere in • the country
Duck stamp Money goes to
acquire wetlands for water:
fowl, so we shouldn't mind
shelling out for the stant.
even though the price is up t,
$7.50 this year.
For a copy of this year's
waterfowl hunting guide.
which contains an iden-
tification chart to help you
figure out which duck is
which, write to Departinent of
Fish and Wildlife Resource-.
Division of Public Relations.
592 E. Main Street, Frankfort,
Ky740601.
Jimmy Geurio, Murray, took this 6 pointer hunting ni
Calloway County. • Photo Courtesy Paul's Taxidermy
storey s
Food Giad
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
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\
441 i;s.
Charles Henn, Murray, took this doe while hunting in
the I.B1. Thursday, November 29. Henry was hunting with
a mussle loading rifle which he made himself.
Photo By Mary Barrow
()ern Moore, Murray took this 6 point buck out of
Graves County.
Photo Courtesy Paul's Taxidermy
Kenny Chadwick. Murray , w as hunting in Calloway
County when he shot this 6 point buck.
Dale Hughes, Murray brought in a 6 point buck while
hunting in Graves County.
Photo Courtesy Paul's Taxidermy
Iligippy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCtURE GRAYSON 1111cClURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 milcs past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panoromdand follow blacktop to your right
Telephone, 502-436-5483
(
, Fins & Feathers,
The Duck Call
The 1979 Ducks Unlimited
Banquet is now history. I think
everything has been settled
up, and I have some great
news to report.
The Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will send the
national chapter in excess of
$5,400.00. I can only offer a
special thank you to all those
that contributed and
especially those that pur-
chased the auction items. I
thought we were suppose to be
in a money crunch, and had
hoped that last year's figure of
$2,598.00 could again be
inatched.
However, as you can see
that figure was more than
doubled. Some fine people dug
down deep into their pockets
for the ducks, I hope they are
rewarded where it counts
most, in the cluck duck.
I overheard someone at the
banquet say ':if it was Any
better I couldn't stand it,"
well it was that kind of night.
The big door prize winner
was Sonia Bucy. She won the
Remington 870 3" magnum
that was given away, and just
think Mark almost didn't
come out to the banquet.
The D. U. Commemorative
shotgun will not be sent back
to D. U. headquarters this
year, it went home with Gene
Starks. Dr. Richard Cun-
ningham out bid everyone for
the custom 870 Remington
shotgun and the beautiful
hand made knife that John
Bugdon designed for our
chapter and devoted as an
auction item; the serial
number of course is No. 1. You
may have something very
special ther doc, if John's
dream came true. Dr. Cun-
ningham also bought the
Honda Express.
As usual C. R. Valentine
bought the Honda ATC 110;
however, I understand that
Dwain Gibbs a -hot bidder at
By Charlie McKenney
the banquet is now the proud
owner of that little red three
Wheeler. What I think was
probably the most beautiful
auction item, Mr. and Mrs.
Canvasback was purchased
by Earl Ferguson.
Gary Crass won the plates
and the chance to win the D.
U. "one of one" Browning
shotgun. Liz Marquardt won
the H & R Greenwing shotgun.
This was the first year that
only greenwings could win a
shotgun at a D. U. banquet. I
certainly hope it won't be the
last.
I know there are a lot of
unhappy. duck hunters con-
sidering the condition of the
lakes. I also know its enough
to make you want to quit duck
hunting when you lose what
you have worked so hard to
buy or build.
I have heard reports that
many duck decoys have been
spotted floating down the lake
as well as a few duck blinds. I
wish you the best luck in
locating your decoys. Maybe
all area (lurk hunters will aid
each other in finding and
returning decoys. Conditions
can't get much worse so try to
prepare for the second season
that opens Dec. 7th. If the
lakes stay high why not
consider a boat blind.
Use caution when out on the
lakes this time of year, the
temp as well as those three
and four foot swells could
prove fatal if you get careless.
MAY ALL YOUR HUN-





Unusually high water and
even higher winds have
caused some protSlems for
area waterfowl hunters. Most
of the problems has been
having to take up. decoys
because rising water com-
bined with wind will scatter
hundreds of decoys all over
the lake.
Dan Gardner reported that
while he had to pull ap-
proximately 200 decoys dbe to
swiftly rising water, his
floatirig blind is equipped with
an anchor winch with which he
can let out more anchor line to
Rising water has caused many duck hunters to have to
pull some or all of their decoys. Many bunters are having




The recent heavy rainfall
has been tough on fishermen.
Our lakes have risen sharply
and become quite muddy
while at the dame time several
gates were open on the dams.
Crappie and sauger are
schooled in decent areas to
fish now so when everything
settles down again, we can get
back to the minnow dipping.
Water temperature will be a
major factor now as much of
the water from the south will
be cooler than usual.
Black bass have suspended
in the deeper waters along
rocky banks and creek
channels but can be teased
into hitting a flashy spoon or
spinner worked in a slow
jigging fashion.
I mentioned some of the new
rod information last week and
several of you folks cheeked
your gear and found some that
needed replacing. Most of our
sporting goods stores now
offer super buys on fishing
tackle so save a few coins and
get ready for next spring now,
while Christmas is near.
Here is some info on reels
that can fit your holiday
season budget.
Straight line drag is the new
concept in fishing reel drag
1641 Super ShellWhere "Service Is Our Business
systems that Zebco di‘ -
Brunswick corporation, has
been showing this year in thei -
new Omega 144XL "spinning
type reel." Zebco says: -with
this reel, the drag won't free7e
or burn out with a vicious
strike or longer power run by
a fish." Omega 144XL is an
ultra light model with a right
or left hand retrieve and 4.1 to
1 high speed retrieve ratio.
• 1Sdutbr
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Photo By Vary Barrow
Smooth, quiet operation is
assured by the stainless steel
ball bearing gear system.
The manufacturer says
Omegas tiny "trigger"
provides easy and fast casting
for panfish, trout, sauger and
other small boat or stream
angling.
Four new versatile reels
have been added to 0.L.M.'s
spin-cast family.
The ultra-light 1002, light-
model 1100RI„ the medium
1200 RL and the heavier 1700
RL all are sturdy reels with
cast aluminum feet and bodies
providing high strength in
combination with low weight.
Some of the features include
convertible handles, strong
flip-up anti-reverse lever and
helical metal gearing with
machined brass pinions.
The Dart manufacturing
company has introduced new
colors and sizes available for
reel cases, fly reel cases and
fly wallets, all of these are
made of ..suede leather and
synthetic fleese lining with
heavy-duty zippers.
Shop at our local stores and
save on a good buy for next
year. These items make great





However, according to Darr,
Gene Starks was not quite so
lucky with his -blind. -After
making the discovery that his
blind was missing, Gene
started an extensive search by
water and air, which took hini
as far north as Sugar Bay and
south to the Paris Landing
area only to eventually find
his evanescent blind to the
east in Ginger Creek, only a
comparatively short distance
from its original mooring in
the Pine Bluff area.
The great increase in
popularity of floating blinds in
the last few years is in
evidence as one looks out
across the broad expanse of
Kentucky Lake from near
Pine Bluff, south to Patterson
Landing. The number of
floating blinds and almost
unbelievable numbers of
waterfowl decoys attest to the
popularity of the irea with
local duck and goose hunters.
However popular the area
with waterfowlers, everyone
must contend with, the in-
convenience of the ever
changing water levels which
occur due to the T.V.k.'s
seemingly constant effort at
flood control on the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers. Fluc-
tuations from a normal low
winter pool elevation of 354
feet above sea level to well
over the normal summer pool
of 359 ft. above sea level,
cause duck hunters as well as
winter fishermen many, many
headaches on Lake Barkley as
well as Ky. Lake.
It takes a whole lot of very
hard work on the floating
blinds and putting out
staggering numbers of decoys
to be successful in this type of
waterfowl hunting. A person
must certainly be dedicated to
a sport to demonstrate this
kind of perseverance. The
hard;ork, the ability, the will
and the money spent, to
contend with all these
problems, tells it ail con-
cerning the rewards of being
able to sit in a duck blind at
dawn on a cold, frosty mor-
ning and hopefully watching
ducks pitch in to the decoys. It
takes a very special person to
enjoy and understand this





On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Eqwpment
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin 502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
\hArtig 4•=,
Whitetailer
Terry Orr, Murray, brought in this 9 point buck from
Henry County, Tenn., Monday, November 26.
Jimmie Darnell, Indiana, took this 12 point buck in
Calloway County while bunting with his brother-in-law
Wayne Johnson, Murray.
Richard Crittenden, Murray took this 4 pointer while
hunting in Graves County.
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Ballard Memorial Wins 74-63
Late Slump Defeats Lakers




strong quarters of basketball
Friday night but hit a dry'
shooting spell late in the'final
period and fell to Ballard
Memorial 74-63.
The Lakers started quickly.
using four points from fresh-
man forward Keith lo% ett and
a converted steal by Gary
Emerson to take an early 11-7
lead. The Bombers battled
. back on the strength of six
- points by reserve guard Chris
-Story and five by Keith Myers
to take a 20-16 lead at the end
of the first quarter. Nlyers,
just a sophomore, hit 10-16
frolic the floor and 10-11 from
the line to lead all scorers with
30 points.
But coach Chic Nute's
charges were not going to be
put away that easily. The
young Lakers proceeded to
explode for 23 second quarter
tallies on the way to a 39-34
half-time lead. Lovett poured
in eight of his team-high 16
markers and Jimmy Bynum
converted a three-point play
.with just :22 le in the'half to
lead the Laker second quarter
'surge.
Calloway continued to set
the pace throughout the early
part of the third quarter. Led
mainly by the outside shooting
of Dan Key and the inside
prowress of Lovett, the Lakers
held a 45-43 advantage mid-
way through the stanza. It was
at this time that the Bomber's
My er began to make his
presence known. Filling up the
basket with 11 points in the
final four minutes of the
period. My er sneaked Ballard
back into a 54-52 lead at the
third stop.
The squads traded baskets
for the first two minutes of the
final period but then, with the
score 58-56 Ballard, disaster
struck for the I.akers.
Utilizing a set play to center
Todd Beardsley, the Bombers
reeled off 14 of the next 16
points to seize an in-
surmountable 72-58 bulge. The
rest of the , contest was
academic. Calloway
managing to claw back to
within nine, but still coming
out on the short end of a 74-63
verdict.
• When questioned about his
team's performance in their
season opener Nute offered:
''We have an extremely young
team. If you will notice we
started three underclassmen
( Lovett, Key and Marty
McCuistoni. Consequently, we
made a lot of mistakes that an
inexperienced team is going to
make. Also this was Ballard's
fourth game of the 'season, so
they had a jump on us as far as
game time that they had put
in.
Nute, in his first year at the
Laker helm has brought a kind
of youth movement to' the
Calloway program. Gary
Emerson and Richard
Smotherrnan are the only
SET TO PASS — Dan Key, a sophomore guard on the
Calloway varsity, gets set to pass after bringing the
ball downcourt in the Lakers' season opener Friday.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
'23*
AT THE LINE — Richard Smothermon the Lakers'
senior center, watches the ball as it heads for the
basket on this free throw. The Lakers lost to the
Ballard Bombers 74-63.
Staff Photo By Gene Mc Cutcheon
seniors on the squad and
though they both start. Nute is
not afraid to substitute his
younger players. Our three
top substitutes are all
youngsters juniors Bynum
and Larry Sanders, and fresh-
man Jeff Garrisoni.- added
the Calloway mentor. "We '
feel that anyone of them can
come off the bench and do the
job for us."
Nute summed up. his belief
in using younger players by
saying, -I know that it is a
tradition to play your seniors
in some places, but I believe in
playing the five, best
ballplayers. If I have five
freshmen who give me the
most effort, then I am i.;oing to
start five freshmen "
Ballard. who evened its
record at 2-2 for the sear. will
Cake on Lone Oak next
Tuesday night The Lakers
will hope to square their slate
tonight at Trigg 04unty.
Ballard Ws 16,-
CCHS JV's 32
The Ballard junior vars:ty
spotted the Calloway juniors a
six-point lead early 1[1 the
contest, but roared back h
take a 46-32 verdict -ver the
Lakers and thus complete a
Bomber sweep Hr the
evening.
With Tim McAlister and Jeff
Garrison leading the way,
Calloway burst into a 6-0
advantage midway through
the first period. The Ballard
shooters, after a scoreless
first five minutes, finally
found the range in the latter
part of the period. With Jeff
Brewington pouring in six of
his game high 13 tallies, the
Bombers ripped off the final 12
points of the quarter and a 12-6
lead.
Ballard lengthened its
advantage to 25-11 at the half
as the Lakers could manage
just five points in the second
stanza. Calloway could pull to
no closer, than ten points
throughout the contest, and
that at 31-21 late in the third
period. Both teams cleared
the benches in the final period
foul-for-all.
McAlister and Garrison led
the Lakers,now 0-1 with eight
points apiece. -
Ballard Memorial (74) —
Keith Myers, 10 10-11 5 30;
Todd Beardsley 5 1-2 3 11;
Steve Cavanaugh 4 3-5 4 11:
Tracy Jiles 2 0-13 4; Barry
Stevens 0 1-2 0 1; Chris Story 4
2-3 3 12.JeffSrewington 1 2-52
4: Jim Taller 1 0-1 1 2; Russ
Buchanan 0 1-2 I 1; Billy Joe
Thomas 0-0 0 0. •
Totals: 27 20-32 22 74. •
Calloway County (63) —
Keith Lovett 7 2-3 4 16; Dan
Key 5 2-3 3 12; Richard
Smotherrnan 1 8-10 4 10: Gary
Emerson 3 0-0 p 6; Marty
McCuiston 2 1-1 2 5; Larry
Sanders 3 0-0 1 6; Jimmy
Bynum 1 3-5 45; Jeff Garrison
1 1-4 3 3.
Totals: 23 17-26 26 63.
Ballard 20 14 20 20-74
Calloway 16 23 13 11-63
Junior Varsity.
Ballard 12 13 12 9-46
Calloway 6 5 10. 11-32
Ballard — Brewington 13;
Dunning 10; Babb 6;
Buchanan 6; Mitchell 2;
Beardsley- 2; Stevens . 4:
Phillips 1; Alvey 2.
('alloway — McAlister 8;
Garrison 8; Miller 4; Darnell
4: Workman 2; Houston 2:
Tebbets 2; Albritton 2.
UP FOR TWO — Marty McCuiston (55), a junior forward for the Lakers puts the
ball up for two points over the outstretched arms of Ballard's Keith Myers (21) and
Steve Cavanaugh (33). Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Leonard Stops Benitez In 15th
By ED SCHUYLER JR,
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS. Nev. rAP —
Sugar Ray Leonard is just
what he said he was going to
be — a welterweight cham-
pion of the world. Now if
promoter Bob Arum has his'
way. Leonard could get a
REACH FOR THE SKY — Keith Lovett (45) a freshman forward for the Calloway
High Laker: battles Keith Myers (42) of Ballard County for a rebound in Friday
night's contest at Jeffrey Gym.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutche(yi
chance to expand ',Lid world in
his next fight.
Ti. make a :ting stop.
short_you're looking at ft,.
welterweight champoin of the
%sorld.'• Leonard said at a
prefight press conference.
Friday night. he backed up
his words by stopping Wilfred
Bendei in the 15th round of ihi•
riehest non-heavya eight fight
in history to win the World
,Boxing Council IA elterweic!!
title
The 2.3-year-old Leonard
said he would he happy tog;,..
ehe 21-year-old Betnitei a
rematch. But .'run; ••11%
recommendation to the
1A..onard people will he that
they go fight Pump, Cueva..
next. I have reason to belie%
he I Cuevas will accept.-
Cuevas is the pow
punching World 
Association welterweli,
champ. kAlso looming in
Leonard'S future is forn.er
lightweight champion Kobel
Duran.
There's no doubt that ti
unbeaten Leonard's 2i •!
television apppearance iii
fights was an artistic succi-,
But the 1976 Olyinpn• her Ita•i
to share the national televimi.,
spotlight with naddleupitit _
Vito Ant uoferino and Mar.
Hagler and light heavy uitittt
Marvin Johnson.
Ant uofermo retained t
undesputed m t
champion by fighting a
round draw with Hagler on iLc
lx,onard-Benitel card at
Caesars Palace Sports
Pavilion. Johnson won the
World Boxing Association
light heavyweight title by
knocking out Victor Galindez
in the 11th round at the New •
Orleans Superdome.
The middleweight fight was
action-packed all the way, and
Arum said he will offer
Antuofermo a lot of money - he
got $150,000 Friday night --- to
make his next defense a
rematch against Hagler. who
got $40,000. "That's the fight
the public wants to see," said
Arum.
However, Jose Sulainian,
president of the. WBC, said
that Antuofermo must defend
next against Alan Minter of
Britain, currently ranked No
I. Failure to do so could lead to
the withdrawal of title
recognition. The WHA and
WBC already has split every
title but the middlweight.
'fter Antuofermo and
Hagler, put the Caesars
Palace crowd of 4,600, in-
cluding heavyweight cham-
pions Larry Holmes and John
Tate, on an emotitonal high,




Benitez, who was paid $1.2
- million, went into the fight
with a 37-0-1 record. Leonard
got $1 million.
"It was one of the toughest
fighters I've ever had,"
Leonard, of Palmer Park,
Md., said after knocking down
Lady Racers Take 86-75
Victory Over UT-Martin
The Murray St;ii,
University w Ill r• •
basfietball team extended it,
record to 4-1 with an
come-froni=behind win o%itr
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.. •
7-roberawre -; guard' -  
.Morris paced the Lady Barer
cause with 24 points. Marla
Kelsh netted 21 and Bridget''.
Wynch scored 16 for MS11
Jeanette Rowan and Laura
Lynn each contributed 9.
Janice McCracken added 5
and Barbara Herndon had 2.
The game, played at Martin,
had Murray State trailing 39-
37 at halftime.
- The Lady Racers will travel
—hifudifree*Wilro. Tana.,.Dec,3
to play Morehead State
UniversIty in the opening
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.









Benitez .ind stopping him yin t
only six seconds left in Ow
fight.
There was some criticism
about referee Carlos Padilla
stopping the fight so near the
end, but Benitez, said: "I
don't have a question about
the fight. He's a tremendous
champion and he won the
fight."
Leonard, who weighed 146,
had the fight clinched on the
cards of all three judges going
into the 15th round, and
Benitez needed a knockout to
win.
-I felt I had the edge going
into it ithe final round) but
you never know," said
Leonard. So, he did not take it
easy. He came out punching,
as did Benitez. The two went
at it toe-to-toe from the bell,
when suddenly Leonard
crashed a short left hook to the
side of the jaw, dropping
Benitez in a neural corner
OVC Meeting
Now Underway
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — The acceptatier
Youngstown State into the Ohio .Valley, Conference and a
contract extension for Commissioner James Delany prov-
ed to be the highlights of the league's winter meeting.
The conference presidents approved Youngstown as the
league's ninth member, as of July 1. 1980, during a session
Friday.
Delany said Youngstown State will have a non-voting
status with the OVC for the remainder of the 1979-80 school
year and becomes eligible for league championships as
soon as all NCAA Division I-AA requirements are met.
YSU currently is classified in NCAA Division II.
League presidents gave Delany a three-year extension
of his contract, effective at the end of the current pact.
Delany, a former NCAA investigator, became the
league's fourth commissioner last July.
hi other action, the league increased the size of football
travel squadS from 50 to 53 and baseball from 21 to 22.
The league also established guidelines to determine
baseball championships on regular season won-loss
percentage with a post-season tournament to decide the
NCAA tournament bid recipient.
The OVC said its spring meeting would be June 3-4 at







Register in these stores for the
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Tilghman Capitalizes On
Turnovers; Downs MHS
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Murray High Tigers season
record felt to 1-1 Friday night
following a 76-54 defeat at the
hands of the Paducah Tilgh-
man Blue Tornado.
The hosting Tornado never
trailed in the contest and took
advantage of seven first
quarter turnovers by the
Tigers to capture a 14-5 lead at
the end of the first eight
minutes.
Murray High head coach
Cary Miller noted his teams'
lack of experience in allowing
the early turnovers. "Our
inexperience really showed,"
Miller* said, "and our shot
selection was awful."
Murray came out in the
second quarter showing a full
court press and forced several
Paducah turnovers. The Tiger
offense began to come to life
and Murray cut the hosts' lead
to two points midway through
the second quarter.
It remained a two-point
game until the closing seconds
of the half when Paducah
capitalized on two Tiger
turnovers and increased its
lead to 30-24 at the half.
"We played with them for
awhile" coach Miller added
"but we let them get back
ahead and we had to play
catch up ball."
Murray, hampered by its
own mistakes, allowed the
Tornado to put the game out of
reach in the third quarter. The
hosts got behind the shooting
of Troy York who lead all
scoring with 22 points to
spread its lead to 57-38 at the
end of the third period.
Turnovers continued to be
the downfall of the Tigers in
the final quarter as Paducah
widened the score in the
closing minutes.
Commenting on his teams'
dismal shooting (the Tigers
hit 37 percent from the field)
Miller said, "we didn't take
good shots. We had the shots to
get back in it but we missed a
lot of shots we should have
made,"
Tilghman head coach
Barney Miller also cited the
Tiger mistakes and the
inexperience of the Murray
UP AND OVER — Nick Swift (51) a senior center on the MHS basketball team,
went over Tilghman's Johnny Sykes (25) to make this shot in last night's game. At
right is Paducah's Troy York, the game's leading scorer with 30 points and wat-
ching from the background is the Tigers Robin Roberts (54).
Staff Photo By Gary Garth
Racers Now In Division I-AA Playoffs
squad. "They Murray) made
a lot of mistakes in the second
half that we took advantage
of" Miller said, "and for a
young team they played verb
well."
Howie Crittenden led
Murray's scoring with 12
points while Nick Swift and
Nick Hibbard had 11 points
each for the Tigers.
Tilghman hit on 30 of 58 field
goal attempts and went 16-24
at the line. The Tigers
bucketed only 19 of 51 at-
tempts from the field and
added 16 of 21 from the charit3
stripe.
The Tigers will try to get
back on the winning track
Tuesday night then they pla,
host to St. Mary at the Murray
High gym in both boys and
girls' varsity action.
Tilghman (76) — Beard 17,
York 22, Lambert 13, Over-
street 11, Barnett 7, Sykes 2,
Cox 4, Davis, Norris,
Mathews.
Murray (54) — Bradshaw 4,
Furr 2, Swift 11, Crittenden 12,




In the 6:30 junior varsity
contest Paducah breezed to a
53-38 win over the Tigers.
The hosts came out shooting
well and ran off eight points
before Murray could get its
offense going.
The JV Tornados controlled
the boards and took advantage
of several Tiger mistakes and
held a 26-15 lead at halftime.
The second half went much
like" the first for the visiting
Tigers and Paducah eased to
a 33-38 win.
David • McMiller and Al
Wells lead the JV Tigers with
eight points each while the
team hit only seven of 18 free
throws.
Murray brought down 21
rebounds with Wells and
Darwin Bumphis leading the
squad with four each.
WHO, ME? — That seems to be the question MHS's Nick Swift (51) is asking the referee as the ball heads
out of bounds on this rebound attempt in Friday's game. Other Tigers watching the action are left to right
Todd Bradshaw (24), Nick Hibbard (55) and Robin Roberts (54). Staff Photo By Gary Garth
Greg Kerr Signs
Grant With MSU
Greg Kerr, a four-year
letterman as a fullback and
linebacker for the Mayfield
Cardinals, has signed an Ohio
Valley Conference grant-in-
aid to play for the Murray
State Racers.
Kerr, 6-2 and 205 potinds, -
was signed Friday afternoon
by Murray State assistant
football coach Bill Baldridge.
Kerr was co-captain of the
Cardinal football team this
year and was named to the All
West Kentucky Conference
team, the second team of the
all-state team, and the first
team of the all-state Class AA
team.
As a junior with Mayfield,
Kerr held a linebacker spot
and as a senior he started at
both linebacker and fullback.
As fullback his senior year
he served primarily as the
Cardinals' blocking back in
their wishbone offense but was
still able to gain 456 yards on
95 carries picking up three
touchdowns.
As a linebacker he con-
tributed 107 tackles over the
final two years.
Kerr has been named the
outstanding senior in his class
by the .Mayfield Optimist Club
arid is vice-president of the
Key Club.
"He's a winning athlete, the
type that can contribute to our
programm both on and off the
field," MSU head coach Mike
Gottfried said. "We're happy
to have Greg in the program.
Greg Wright and John
Alexander from Heath High
School both signed with the
Racers earlier this week.
Players' Belief Biggest Problem For Gottfried
When Mike Gottfried took
over as Murray's head foot-
ball coach in 1978, the Racers
managed only twice in more
than 20 years to put together
back-to-back winning seasons.
The Racers had not won an
Ohio Valley Championship
since 1951.
At that time, Gottfried said
this week, "Our biggest
. problem was to keep- the
players believing they could
do it."
Now, Murray has won its
--final eight games, the OVC
championship„ and a berth in
the Division I-AA playoffs.
"I think that's the way it
happens, the more you win the
more you want to win,"
Gottfried said.
"I think last year when were
4-7, there was a lot of pressure
all year to keep trying to win
and iget over the hump. And
this)rear we had the goal that
we wanted to win it (the OVC
title).
"The closer 'We got, it was
like running that race where
you see a slow-motion runner:
He's getting close, yet he's so
far away. Yeu want to make
sure that nothing goes wrong
with your preparations,-
Gottfried said.
He said when Murray was
preparing to play Austin
Peay, with a chance of win-
ning a share of the cham-
pionship, "that was bad.
"That was the toughest
week."
In the game, when Austin
Peay went ahead 10-0, "you
could see the strain come a
little bit," he said. "But our
kids said, 'Hey, we'll be all
right."
Murray defeated Austin
Peay 24-10, and Gottfried
admitted the pressure may
have affected him more than
the players.
"They settled me down.
They've done that all year,"
he said.
Murray finished the season
with the best record of all but
one team in the school's
history.
When it plays Lehigh Dec. 8,
Murray will be in its first
postseason game since 1948.
If Murray defeats Lehigh
and wins the Dec. 15 Pioneer
HEMMED IN Guy Furr (21), a 5-9 junior guard for
ithe Murray Hisp Tigers, is surrounded by Tilghman
Tornado arms as tie attempti—to inaneuZer the-balf --
during lost night's game in Paducah.
Staff Photo By Gary Garth
Bowl, the Racers can win their
first national championship.
It's too Soon for Gottfried to
enjoy it, however.
"I can't now. I'm worried
about so many things now.
Once it's all over you can
look...but then you're
recruiting. You recruit up to we'll sit back then and say,
February...and then you get "We had a good year — it will
ready for spring ball. be all over. Then we can relax
"I think when it's all over, fora while."
Wrestling Program Lehigh's First
Ticket Toward National Attention
Lehigh University, whose
Engineer football team meets
the Murray State University
Racers here Saturday, Dec. 8,
in a NCAA, Class I-AA




school's football team won the
NCAA Divsion II cham-
pionship in 1977 in one of three
playoff appearances within
the past five years, the in-
stitution is nationally known
for its collegiate wrestling
program.
Some of the finest collegiate
wrestlers in the country have
worn its brown and white
colors in winning eastern and
national championships
several times.
Located on the side of Old
South Mountain in Bethlehem,
Pa., a city divided by the
Lehigh River, its picturesque
campus long has been con-
sidered one of the most
beautiful in the East.
The, school was founded
primarily as an engineering
institution in 1865 by Asa
Packer, an industrialist and
philanthropist who had




The first regular meeting of
the Racer Club for basketball
will be Tuesday at noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
coal mining and railroad
interest.
For 106 years, until 1971,
only young men were ad-
mitted to its programs. Which
today include arts and
sciences, business and
economics, engineering ,and
physical sciences, a graduate
school and a school of
education. Since that year, the
school has been co-
educational..
Its current enrollment is
approximately 4,000 of which
an estimated 1,000 are women.
Although limited to 48
players on the field for the
playoff game with Murray.
the 57-player Lehigh squad
includes 32 majoring in
engineering, 18 in business
and economics, 16 in arts and
sciences and one in arts
engineering.
Many of the nation's most
famous teams have appeared
on the Engineers' schedule
through the years — among




The school's rivalry with
Lafayette College at Easton,
Pa., is the oldest in the nation.
This year's game on Nov. 17.
won by the Engineers 24-3,
was the 115th between the two.
Beginning in 1884, the teams
played twice a season with
exception of 1891 when they
met three times, until 1902.
Since then, their game has
been the final — and most
important— of the season for
both. Overall, Lehigh has won
46, Lafayette 63 and five
games have ended in ties.
Lehigh's Division II
championship in 1977 was the
first ever for a private in-
stitution. It was the team's
final year in the division and
climaxed an unforgetable
season.
The Engineers rolled over
nine of 11 regular-season
rivals, won their league's
coveted Lambert Cup and
then defeated Massachusetts,
then the University of




State in the Pioneer Bowl at
Wichita Falls, Tex, as the
Lehigh' fans across the nation
watched on television.
UK Sluggish In Bradley Win
ANCHORAGE, Alaska
— First things first, it was a
win that Kentucky recorded in
the first round of the Great
Alaska Shootout basketball
tournament. But the quality of
the victory is another matter.
Kentucky, the second-
ranked team in the country
according to the preseason
poll, had to overcome its own
mistakes as well as a bunch of
Braves from Bradley before
collecting a 79-58 victory In
Friday's opening round pole
The mistake-marred victory
comment about last We&
Coach Ron Greene will boosted Kentucky, now 1-1 for
e young season, into today 's
nesday's exhibition win over 
th 
second round against host
the Australian National team Alaska-Anchorage, which
night's regular season apener 
edged Pacific 86-85 in over-and will . discuss Tuesday
with Roosevelt University. "It 
wastime in Fridays final game
. Greene is also expected to' was 
asas ourt ru gg ifei rst 
said 
win id inKderit
....c.apsat. mi. the_nallook .fot—tucky Cesseh-Joe-Liall,stiq---
cluibftimoeveddgtoe a sluggish O)530111-1125t:the Racers' 1979-80 season.
All Racer Club members ha
are urged to attend, away in the second half behind
the scoring and playmaking of
guard Dwight Anderson.
"Dwight did what we all
should be doing," Hall said.
"He played loose. .he
penetrated, he took the ball to
the basket. He played with
enthusiasm."
Andersori a 6-foot-3
sophomore, came off the
bench to score all of his 14
points in a Second half that
saw the Wildcats outscore
Bradley 49-33. ,
Kentucky Was led in scoring
for the second straight game
by 7-2 freshman center Sam
Bowie, who had 16 points. He
was matched at that figure by
forward Fred Cowan.
Bradley's Mitchell
Anderson led all scorers with
18 points.
- The game was tied 6-6 after
six minutes when Hall ben-
.eived4is,star4erand waded-
five reserves. That crew ran
off six straight points but
Kentucky was unable to pull
away. Bradley drew within 20-
19 on a Mitchell Anderson
basket and trailed by only five
at the half after baskets by
Jeff Robinson and Bobby Ford
cut into a ninepoint Wildcat
lead:
Hall admitted that he dealt







Whatever Hall said, it ap-
parently worked. Kentucky
scored the first six points of
the second half to build a 36-25
advantage and Bradley never
launched a serious threat
thereafter,
-Hail indicated that his
young team — eight of the 13
-plavesa—are ..freshmen_40d
sophomores — might need






LEADS TIGER SCORING — Howie Crittenden, who
went 8 for 10 at the free throw line and led the Tigers
with 12 total points, shows his finesse at the hority
Staff Photo By G Garth
SLOW
SPINNER
This meter is on a house
that is insulated, caulked, fully
weatherstripped, equipped with
storm windows, and has an elec-
tric heat pump. No wonder the
meter spins slow—the electric
use is low.


















I FEEL LlkE AN IDIOT
WRITING TO SOMEONE

















Restaurant and Seo food
in Steak
753-4141 OPEN 4 PA1
HIGHWAY 641N. 7 DAYS A WEEK
ON THE OTHER HANP IF HE
REALLY DOES EXIST AN












THE ACES RAG 'RN JR
-Putting off an easy thing
makes it hard, and putting
off a hard one makes it
I mposs b lec -- George
Lorimer
Declarer put off nothing
in her play of today's pushy
game. West's takeout double
told declarer where most of
the high cards were and
Judy Kay of Philadelphia
used the information to cash
in on her jackpot.
Judy was playing with
Betty Kaplan of New York
City and their partnership
sometimes rivals the effi-
ciency of their husbands'
partnership. Edgar Kaplan
and Norman Kay. For
years. Edgar and Norman
have been one of the out-
standing U.S. pairs.
North's three heart bid
was pre-emptive, but South
thought she had enough to
push on to game. Her classy
play served to justify her
push.
West's heart lead was
won by declarer's queen and
another trump went to
dummy's king. A low club
was led to declarer's king
and West's ace and West
attacked diamonds, declar-
er winning the ace.
Declarer's last club was
led to dummy's 10 and.
when the finesse won,
declarer's losing diamond
was discarded on the tlub
queen.
Next, dummy's diamond
was ruffed to eliminate that
suit, and a trump was led to
dummy's: 10. Dummy's last
club was led and, instead of
ruffing, declarer discarded
a low spade.
West won the trick with
the club jack, but was out of
safe leads. A diamond lead
would offer a ruff and dis-
card for a sure loser, so
West prayed and led the ace
Judge Orders Louisville
Mayor To Leave Residence
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
A Hardin Circuit judge has
ordered Louisville Mayor
William Stansbury to leave his
residence no later than Dec. 14
in response to a request made
by Stansbury's wife. .
Dorothy M. Stansbury asked
the court earlier this month to
order Stansbury to leave the
residence pending settlement
of divorce proceedings he
initiated.
In her request, Mrs. Stan-
sbury said repeated public
incidents in which the mayor
has been involved "are
matters of embarrassment
and humiliation" to her.
Judge William S. Cooper
said he ordered Stansbury to
leave because the mayor had
requested the divorce and
because he is in a better
financial positionn to pay for a
separate residence.
The order was the only
decision to come from
Friday's pretrial conference,
held in Elizabethtr,wn. Con)-er
said his order is ternporan,
and cannot be appealed. lie
set Jan. 21 as the date for tr1:i"
on • - Stansbury's
petition.
Stansbury and his attorr•,
left the couorthouse with,
commenting.
Mrs. Stansbury'aidshe
pleased with the jurke's
ruling, but had no idea where
the mayor might Move.
Cooper was asSILItled Prf
case earlier this rhontli
Kentucky Suprellle Criunt
Chief Justice John Pain iii..
who was acting on a reque,)
from Chief Jefferson Circi;;:
Judge George Ryan.
Ryan said Frida mght Pat
It is routine for cases involv1h;
political figures to be assIt;6e,I
to a judge from a differed
jurisdiction because






light a 7 ' -watt Christmas
bulb is enough to kill you.
Children and adults in
poor health can be elec-
trocuted . by even less.
Death usually results from
one of four things:
1. Ventricular fibrillation
— veins entering the heart
are constricted and, at the
, same time, the heart is
jolted into such a speeding
flutter that it cannot pump
• blood.
2. Respiratory inhibition — lung
muscles are paralyzed; death is by
suffocation.
3. Nerve damage — nerve fibers are
torn beyond point of functioning.
4. Burns — body is so severely burned
it cannot recover.
Oddly enough, due to the different
ways high and low voltage affect the
• body, a person may survive a high. 




1. Legal Notice. 
NORTH 12-1-A
• 5 4 2




• A J 10 6 • Q OS
V 5,J4 
• J 10 6 # Q 9 7 3 2
4 A J 8 6 • 9 5 2
sotTli
• K 7 3














Opening lead . Five of
hearts
of spades. No luck there
either and Judy scored her
game, losing only a spade
and two clubs.
Excellent timing and dar-
ing play. True, luck had
something to do with Judy's
success, but one never finds
enough luck without going
out to look for some.
Bid *MI Corn
South holds 12-1-B






ANSWER: Four no trump.
North promises 13-15 points
and four card trump support.
With one ace and the right
cards. South should have a
good play for slam.
- - -
'Send bridge questions to The Aces.
I'll Box 12163 Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed stamped envelone
for reply
Phyllis George Goes Frorr
Sportscaster To Mother
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
Phyllis Geoorge has gone
from beauty queen to sports
commentator to becoming
Mrs. John Brown Jr. and the
next first lady of Kentucky —
and now motherhood beckons.
Mrs. Brown made the an-
nouncement Thursday. She
and her husband expect a
child next summer. The
former Miss America and CBS
personality married Brown On
March 17 in New York City .
Before winning the governor's
race earlier this month,
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1. Legal Notice I. Legal Notice
! •
S - " ,, . -•
. ;t.
t
NOTICE OF NIGNWAY DESIGN APPROVAL
The Bureau of Highways is planning to proceed
with the development of the proposed replacement
of bridges on KY 94. Since the State Highway
Engineer has approved the Design proposed for this
project, the Bureau of Highways will begin work on
the next phase of engineering necessary for the
development of this project.
Calloway County, SSP 018 0094 010-023 D, Murray-
Eggner Ferry Road (KY 94i. replacement of
existing 'Structures on KY 94 from northeast city
limits of Murray to 0.63 miles east of northeast city
limits of Murray and replacement of existing struc-
tures on KY 94 from 11.6 miles northeast of nor-
theast city limits of Murray.
The proposed plans along with the Non-Major Ac-
tion Determination and other relevant project data
are available for public inspection at the Bureau of
Highways District Office at Fteidland between the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Bureau personnel are. available at the
District Office to discuss the proposed project, reply




Kentucky Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
I Daniel Paul Clan, as of
November 27. 1979 will not be
responsible for any debts other
thin my own
z. Nitice 






AwFm with 8 track
$30000







10 50%„  off
Sale Dates:





Have a cute baby? We
take special baby pic•
tines.
Carter Studio
304 Main 753 8298
1. Legal Notice 
ORDINANCE NUMBER 599
AN ORDNANCE REPLACING THE PARKINGMETER ZONE WITH A TWO-HOUR LIMITEDPARKING ZONE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THEMUNICIPAL PARKING LOT, PROVIDINGPENALTIES THEREFORE. AND AN AUTOMATICEXPIRATION DATE OF 90-DAYS
WHEREAS, Ordinance Number 182 provided for
the installation, regulation and control of parking
meters and parking meter zones in the City of Mur-
ray, as amended by Ordinances 325 and 512; and
WHEREAS, the Council desires to 'replace the
parking meters on a temporary, 90-day period, with a
two-hour limited parking zone between 7:00 a.m. and
6:00 Monday through Saturday .with proper
signing and marking designating such limited park- -
ing zone, with the exception of the parking meter zone 
inthe Municipal Parking Lot.
DE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE: CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY. AS
FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: No person shall park a vehicle for a
period of time longer than two hours between the
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. of any day except
Sundays on those streets designated as Parking
Meter Zones by Ordinance Number 182. as amended,
with the exception of the Municipal Parking IAA.
SECTION 11: The City Engineer shall erect ap-
propriate signs and/or markings giving notice
thereof.
SECTION III: Violation of this Ordinance shall sub-
ject the violator to the uniform and comprehensive
penalty established by Ordinance Number 659.
SECTION IV: Ordinances 182, 325 and 512 are
hereby amended to limit their application to the
Municipal Parking, Lot only.
SECTION V: This ordinance shall be effective im-
mediately and shall continue in effect for a period oh
90 days, at which time this Ordinance shall cease to
have any effect and become null and void.
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON THE 8 I )AY
NOV., 1979
ADOPTED ON SECOND READING ON THE 29 DAY
OF NOV., 1979
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF MURRAY, KY.
Melvin B. Henley. Mayor
ATTEST:
J. Crass. City Clerk
2. Notice
Dr. Carl A. Bowers,
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center. 3';
miles East on Hwy. 94.
Murray. Kentucky. New
Office hours. Mon., Wed
and frt. 9-12. 2-6 by
appointment.
2.-Notice—
Benet he'alth thinqh belle,




The Blessing of Not
Knowing - 759-4444.
For Teens: Early
Marriage, Part 2, 759-
4445.
Jesus states in Matthew 121,
-Not every one that saith unto
me. I ord Lord shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven. but he
that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven
Sabbath worship service. Salm
day's 5 pm til 6 pm Bible
lady. 6 til 1 and 7 til 8'eyen- *
irlgs. Study by phone anytime
viree Store for life needy. All
nattonlipprectstett munr--..,
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store. /59-4600.
a



























































ty, KY. William Win-
chester, died May 14,




ber 10, 1850, buried in
Winchester Cemetery.
Anyone with some in-
formation please reply
to P.O. Box 32Z.
_
Toddler's Day Care now has
openings for 2, 3, and 4 year
olds. 753-4481
Will the man who backed into
the Gremlin at the phone
booth, 7th and Sycamore. Tues-
day night, contact trailer
number 9 at Dill's Trailer
Court, before it is turned over
as a hit and run. Have witness
and license plate number.
2. Notice
Mouse House Antiques, 3 miles
nest of Benton on Kentucky
58, then follow signs. 10-30
per cent off until Christmas.
Phone 527-8754.
3. Card of Thanks •
We, the family 4Albert Ahart,
would like to thank everyone
for the food, flowers, and help
they gave us when we lost our
loved one.
4.1n Memory
Twenty years ago today, God
sent us a baby. boy to love and
teach. He asked nothing of us
but to do the best we could
and as time went, by we loved
him so much We began to
forget that he wasn't ours
torever, just loaned to us by
God for a while.
On February 10. 1979, just a
short 19 years. God came and
took him home to be with Him
because he couldn't stand to
be with out him any longer.
So now these tears we shed
are lust interest on the loan.
The tears we have are not for
him because we know he is
happy in Heaven with God
They are for us because we lov-
ed him so much and miss him
so terribly. The nights and days
are so very much longer
without him here. We live with
the assurance that one day we
will be with him.
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One lights Smoky Aft. PGrates=
 WiiteU 
Babysitter in my home, week-
day afternoons, 12 til 5 Own
transportation and references
required Call 753-9520 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred - securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details, Reply:
Titan-S12. Box 94485.
Schaumberg, IL 60194
Office help wanted. 5 days per
week. $3.00 per hour. Must
type. Send resume to P.O. Box
32Y
Part time help needed, apply
in person only. Watson's Fish





position with potential Wage
$3.50 to $400 753-5184 or
753-5285.
14. Want To Buy 
Want to buy: one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
pm.
Want to, buy. Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Wood burning stove with ther-
mostat and blower. Call 759-
1799.
Want to buy or rent: House
jacks. 8 or 12 ton. 753-0373.
Want to buy: strudy bicycle ex-
erciser. 753-9331.
ir
Of Specereaker microwave even insteNs obese yew romps,
wet is year utoortert Replaces year seat hoed. Combines He
microwave nee wItlia finorescon cooktop light and two spool
slime orststo. S.lid Mt, tondo control, cooking by Mem or by
tomperatere wit% the Microlimpronontotor temperotere control.
Pies 10 power *eels, for oohing versatility.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business(
INWARD COI sad MINN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 1.1.1. 753-1691
ve.0
6. Help Wanted 
Murray State University is seek- -
Ing an experienced Postal
worker to assist in University
Post Office, for approximately
3 months. Contact Personnel
Services, Sparks Hall, M.S.U.
Gall 162-2146.
Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray. KY. Contact customers.
Age unimportant,, but maturity
is. We train. Write T.A. Dick.
President, Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth, TX.
15. Articles For Sale
Christmas Special' Purple Mar-
tin houses. 6 rooms, $23.99,
12 rooms, 536 99, 18 rooms,
$49.99; 24 rooms, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Hair dryer
compact, 1200 watt light
weight, $9 99 Wallin Hard
ware 
New wood framed windows
. and steel.. bath*. _Priced.
below wholesale Also antique
sewing machine Allen Rose
753-3690
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains! Lea' rakes. $1.99:
chain saw files, all sizes, 79
cents each; 'air conditioner
covers. $1.99 fire shovels, 99
cents each: windshield de-icer,
12 oz spray can, 88 cents;
duct tape 2-x180' roll. $2.59:
stove pipe, 6'. $1.39: heat
bulbs. 250 watt, infra red.
$1.39 each. Wallin - Hardware.
Paris.
16. Home Furnishings
Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless stee cookware ,set
with copper bottoms, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Spe:ial! Revereware.
Saucepan. 1 Quart. $10.99: 2
quart $14.99 3 quart, $16.99.
Wallin Hardwa.e. Paris.
Christmas Special! Slow
cooker. 52 quart. high and low
heat. Teflon II lined, $14.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9.99: hand ield and wall
mount- unit. $13.99. Wallin
Hardware, Par' 
Christmas special! Self-
,c14aning MLosey ovens. Model
351. $27 99. model 351,
$43.99: Model 359. $49.99.
Wallin Harcware, Paris.
16. Home Furnishings 
Christmas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33.99,
8 piece set, $39.99: 10 piece
set. $49.99; 11 piece set.
$59.99. Choice of colors.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set, $26.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Specie corelle Ex-
pressions, 20 piece sets. All
patterns. $4.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris:
Christraas Special! Victono
Number 200 jomatoe juicer.
$20.99. •Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Double door refrigerator with
freezer at top. Excellent condi-
tion. Call 753-7761.
Leaving state soon, furniture
and appliances for sale. Call
753-5229
For sale: - Coppert9ne self;
cleaning Tappop electric stove,
30", excellentInfiaon. $100.i
Call 753-4602. /1
For sale: Maple table with for-
mica top and 6 Ethan Allen
chairs, $125. Deluxe pine table
with formica top and 6 cap-
tians chairs for $275. Green





"wee ore fun so own to ,,de Greer lot work or ploy
'oh* you to Orsees you hove never been on o con
bake Every leo/toe des foner/ to be rough




Hours 9-5:30 p.m. Tues. Thre Sat.
it, Limited Supply Lay-Away Early
'













Vflt WNW itgia 22. Musical
Make Christmas
1979
Special For Your Family
Pick out a new Lincoln-Mercury. Toyota or
GMC Truck at Hatcher Auto Sales and
make this your family's best Christmas
ever#'








Electric cook stove, Frigidare,
very nice, $40; Roll-a-way bed,
coil springs, good mattress,
$35. Also other items. 753-
0848.
Moving, must sell furniture and
appliances. Call 489-2642 or
753-7261.
Reclining chair; end, table;
breakfast set, small table and 2
chairs. All in good condition.
753-6015.
Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole
self-rimming-double- _compact__
ment, $29.99: $39.99 and
$49.99. • Wallin Hardware.
Parrs.
Used full size box springs and
mattress. $25. Call 753-3383.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.




vacuum cleaner. Operates or
12 volt system. includes 15 ft
cord. nozzle brush. crevice tool





For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call 4901
642-7619. Located at 102 W.
Washington St., Court Square,
Paris Tn.
11:rarm Equipment
Christmas Specials' Truck told
boxes. $89 50. tax included
Tail gate protectors: bal,
feeders, 3 point boom poles
grader blades. Vinson Tractor
Company. 753-4892.
Frost proof hydrants. 2 It. burs
depth For yards or barn lot
$25.99. Wallin Hardwar,
Paris
John Deere model 4440 hal
tor, completely equipped. I fl
eluding monitor, $27.000
John Deere 21' disc. $6250
John Deere model 7.000
planter with monitor. $8500
13' John Deere chisel plow
$1850. John Deere 6 row
cultivator. $2000, John Deere
15' harrow. $3000. John Deere
6x16 plow. $3350, John Deere
rotary hoe. $110 All equip-
ment one year old and in brand
new condition. Will sell
seperafely or all together
Phone 489-2141. after 5 pm
Case- toads S -
spreader seeder, and Mon
















r.+4E. p r .141e n 
Wheelbarrows, $15.88, $29.99;
$39.99 and $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
22. Musical
Spinet piano used like new Us-
ed console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from




Xmas Gift M4  Christmas Special! Pro-Sharpain saw sharpener. sharpens
All New a your chain like a pro. $11.99
a Wallin Hardware, Paris.
24. Miscellaneous
Blacktop driveway sealer, 5
gallon pail, $7.99. Supply
limited. Wallin Hardware;
Paris.
Christmas Special! Ski) Router.
model 548, hp. $24.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special!' Skit cor-
dless inch drill, 2 speed
rechargeable. reversing model
2002, $29.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Chain saw chains. Three
eighths inch pita for the
following bar sizes; .16'
$10.25. 20-. $11.99: 24-
$14.99. Wallin Hardware
Paris.
Magnavox - Christmas Special! Skil saws
all with 7'4" blade, model 538.
$29.99, model 574. $34.99.
la C aytOn's4 & 8 Music model 576. $49 99. model
1 559, $59.99. model 5532. Dix Woad Carter



















ieconds. Instant display of
N
month and date Stainless
steel, blue dral frame.
I&
0ALL QUARTZ ALL SEIKO.:
E SEIKO QUARTZ AND w
ii LADY SEIKO QUARTZ. :
A'
t Furches Jewelry :xA.,... 113 So. 4th Street A
;.W.AW.AAW.40.W.X0.0.W.W0.140.01.11
NOTICE
There will be a Town Meeting con-
cerning the progress of the city of Hazel's
.Community Development Program on
Tuesday, December 11, 1979, at 6:00 p.m.
t ttle cCInun4Y. if,1-
tereSted persons are invited to attend.
For more iliformation, call 492-8142.
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A bracelet should be fun.
Have a message engraved on one of these
new idents - a favorite song, an address, a
special occasion. Create a really fun








The 1...•e Machine It s
s a cart It a a hauler ,
wood carrier It s an outboard
motor caddy It's a !eat and
crush cage $7999 Wallin
-A Paris
25. Business Services
Maybeile lone, Bridals, Wingo.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns bridesmaid .; dresses
y-c•c sizes 6 to 24'2
appointments Car
Paris Coal Company 504 N
Market Street Paris TN. ,901i
642-5721 We are now deliver
rig coal in your area Call col-
lect for orders. We will save you
money!
26. TV-Radio
Color console RCA v $50 8.
  track AM-FM stereo with
recorder and stand Cheat& Call
753-2458
THE CHRISTMAS WAREHOUSE STORE








Class up your car Keystone
15 spoke wheels 753-6100
days.. 753-1676 nights.
60112 foot steel trailer custom
built. dual 'Rte tail lights
bumper hitch. Call 753-8500
after 5 pm*
firewood $25 a rick delivered
Oak Hickory assorted Round








Boxer Tree Service 753-85r-
For sale Set of
books 753-5374 or 437
Lawn sweeper Sweep 'or, -
lawn in one tenth the
Push type. $39.99. pull type
31 10 bu capacity $11999
cull type 38- 16 bu capacity









For sale stereo with AM-FM
turntable 8-track face player.
matching speakers anc stand
Call 753-4935 before 5 pm or
436-5424 after 5 cm ask to'.
Joe
Pair -of 50 watt speakers ex-
cellent concition $75 eacn
Also sserec, with, turntable 8-
track: AM-FM • anc to
speakers $90 Call 767-4476
Panasonic sterec has AM-FM
ad FM stereo receiver has
.atilcmatIC record charger 8-
track player 39.1 `e.CO'Ce TAO
Panasonic Thruster speakers
Cali 753-4975 before 5 pm anc












Ai> r•AW Ora r.,,S•OALO as OA•Oww0j
Bank of
Murray
Member F.D. I. C.
27: Mobile Home Sales
Moir-rig out of state must sell
1974 Magnolia double wide
mobile home Can be used as 2
.oedrooms or 4 bedrooms. 2 lull
baths living room_ dining
room and den Gas heat.
Arbeted throughout new
ton central air With or without
furniture Can be seen betweer
9 am anc 7 pm at 147 Roder
Courts
re'Jcet:1 to $18 -
Ole wide home under:
central heat and air incat- •
2 acre lot Also 3 Or 4
garage Escellent locafior
2248 after 5 pm
1959 Wnston 52x12 • 0.














g Sun.111-I ,1 1 a 1.......... _.1g.
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1 - 5
iPost Office Box 412 -
jTenth and Chestnut Murray, Kentucky 42071 4
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, furnished and air
. -mdit • Excellent condi-
• ' $2ir . 436-2430
..4e room furnished  apartment
NO pets Cali 753-6876
Furnished apartment 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments. South
16th  753-6609 •
Small furnished apartment in-
quire 100 South 13th
Single only
CHRISTMAS GIFT • '! LAY-AWAY A NEW
SUGGESTIONS FOR ; YAMAHA FOR CHRISTMAS 'a
LADIES
0 Perfumes by "Lenel"
X Gowns, Pajamas and Robes




0 20 % Off
All Purses 20% 
Ofc.
. •tit pant suits, ieans, shirts and blouses
Kk 16i 
LrHrPiS Ho Puso Sf)r)s
Ws Poetise • Wales
'Satisfied Customers Are Our - •
Main Concern' N
1406 West Mon - 753-5315
We Appreciate Tow Business
:14.414W.W.W.W.10.WWWWW.Wrif.r4Rif E. Alain Street
 •
ATTENTION: NOTICE
The Community Development Agency
will begin taking applications for
Rehabilitation Grants on Monday,
December 3,1979.
Applications can be picked up at the
Community Development Office in City
Hall from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday
thr ugh Friday, or at the Domlas Com-
munity Center.





quality pups, adults $200 and
up Also Beagle-Bassett pup-
pies $40 Will hold till
Christmas 753-0672
Registered AKC Yorkshire pup







27. Mobile Home Sales
12)(55 Hallmark. 2 bedroom
partially furnished washer and
dryer all electric Priced at
$4500 Call 753-0827 before
Pm
Furnished - mobile home
'2160 753-1432
21. MO-b. Home tents
For rent Mobile home
Couples $75. single $65 Nice
and clean and located in small
quiet court Call 753-8216
atter 5 pm
2Hiàiigling
An conditioner covers. $1.99 to
$3 99 Wallin Hardware. Paris
Electric heaters Automatic
with fan forced air. 1320 watt
$1499. 1500 watt, $1899 •
Wallin Hardware. Paris
30. Business Rental
Cleanup or body shop tar ent
South 3rd Extended Call 753
6831 or 753-6057
For rent 1000 square foot
Southside Shopping Center
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Cal .
753-6612
32:11-itiror Rent
Four room apartment ,





























Open Till 8:00 P.M. We Accept Visa rfr ••
Mon. Thru Friday Master Charge
ig• A '
34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky Lake Completely fur
nished washer and dryer in-
cluded Deposit required Call








Come in now and make
your selections eaily.
Phone 753-1474
















27. Mobile Home Sales
10x54 two bedroom •,,,,er
with told out dining and living
room Call 489265/ or 489-
26-58
Fr,r sale Partially furnishel
12x65 Boanta mobile korne 2
bechcttoC.luding one mate
suite. Co'mPlete' baths.
tral heat and air One year tree




















33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room, kitchen and
laundry facilities furnished.
one block from M S,11. Boys on-
ly $50 per month. Call 759
4538 after 12 noon.
34. Houses For Rent _ 
Two bedroom home. 641 Nor-
th Stove and refrigerator. No
pets Available now Married














THE STORE FOR MEN
Bel Ail
C,,roor
34. *uses-- For Rent




two bedroom house 1 1 7. miles
on 641 South $200 per man
th 754 8681







Pony for sale or trade 436-
5411
38.fets-Su_pplies
Beagle Batsett 'potties, also
black and tan puppies. $20




Basic dog obedience classes
start Decembec4, 6 30 pm All
ages all breeds Special pro-
gram for 210 4 month puppies
Call 436-2858 •
Boarding and grooming for
Christmas holidays We board
any type of pet Make your
reservations early Hidden
Valley Kennels 435-4481 Lynn
Grove
Cocker Spaniel puppies Show
quality champion bloodlines
carry chocolate genes. AKC
registered, weaned at
Christmas $125 each Cali
753 7975
Pre-Christmas Sale All types
grooming were $12 00 now
$10 00 By appointment, Con-
nie Lampe 4361510
Poodle trimming in home. 10
years experience Mrs Brown
435-4579
43:le-al Estate
We have farms for sale from
five acres to 175 acres These
range in price from $5250 to
$78 500 Any of the property
can be purchased with a Low
down payment and owner
financing at considerably less
than bank rates Call John C
Neubauer. Realtor. 1111
Sycamore Si . Murray 15„3,
0101 or 753,7531
!cur bedroom home on wooden
lot in city school district Den
1/x24 with fireplace and wet
bar 2 full baths For more in-
formation call Purdom & Thor
man 7534451 _
To pleas House flow- s
tOr easy living and graclous
entertaining den and study
each with fireplaces unique
kitchen with island double
oven and dishwasher 3
bedrooms 2 baths This home
has economical gas heat and is
located on a shady lot west of
town for more information call







to purchase your own





bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper $60's. Call Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information,
DEFINITELY
KING SIZE
You will oht and alit
when you see the large








made drapes. IA-its is
115 x 315. This home
has quality. VP's. For
Real Service in Real
Estate phone Kop-
• •rud Realt • 753-1222.
Choice location on Minerva
Drive near high school tot has
many lovely trees home has 3
bedrooms 2 baths central gas
heat and an, family room large
bedroom, and large outside
f rage This lovely home has
t,- on reduced for quick sale
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Over 3,000 sq. ft. of












heat and central air.
Priced in the $60's.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for







gas heat and electric
air, large den with
fireplace, beautifully
landscaped lawn with
antique split rail fence
in backyard. Better
phone us on .this one!
753-1222. Low $70's.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
Lovely home plus income.
would never guess this pretty
home also has a modern apar'
inent Home has 3 bedroom,.
1 17 baths carpet conveniew
kitchen, and a deck with a view
of a lovely wooded backyard
Also there is a double garagr-







Quality and convenience di.
yours in this lovely smaller
home Maintenance 'free er
tenor, just redecorated in
tenor Large lot, trees anc
landscaping are all part of this
extraordinary.package - just for
you Call 153-1492 Offered by
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors
Seeing is believing' This 3
bedroom brick in Canterbury
will meet all your re-
quirements Location is ex-
cellent Lotis large_ancl home
is more than comfortable with
lovely carpet, 2 baths, kitchen 
familyroom combination, and
double garage Economical gas
heat with central air. Priced in
the $50's For your personal












( Free Drilling + a Free Game
Pro Line
Golf Clubs Balls Bags-Shoes ,
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Nick Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main LAY-AWAY PLAN 753-2202
Do you realize what this same dress will
cost you next year?"
43. Real Estate 
ummiummismi.,
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Two Friends Talking
(A True Story)
Why are you so mad and upset?
Well, last Christmas I saw a price sale in the
paper on stereos. I thought it was a bargain
and rushed out and bought one. I paid,
5199.95 and later I found out no one will ser-
vice it. I also found out a local store sold the
same exact model for 5159.95.
SO FOLKS, before you buy a stereo - shop
with all the stores but be sure to shop your








222 So. 12th ( in the rear )
Look For The Big Orange Sign
43. teillaate 
You only live once so enjoy life
more in this attractive
home 18x30 Great room. 3
bedrooms (one has fireplace)
built-in country kitchen, large
wooded lot See for yourself by



















7 wooded acres off
Hwy. 94E., ideal
building site has 2 sep-
tic tanks, 2 trailer





features 2 BR., large
kitchen, dinette, good
sized utility, and nice
carpeting. Easy walk-
ing distance to Bel-Air
center on a very quite
bItstreet.
Call 753-110110 
omet ing new has been added to
JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER...
We now 'have the equipment to clean all your
carpets with the new dry cleaning method.
Absolutely safe and we will give
-• FREE ESTIMATES
Out arar•753-6660 ar came by VaritifFer -
let us Explain this to you. We care enough to




For sale 2 wooded lots near
Kentucky lake. Electric, water,
and sewer hookups. Ideal for
home or trailer. Call (217) 223-
3165.
45-:FaIms For Sale 
10 acres with 3 bedrooms, liv-
ing room. kitchen, dining room.
bath and shower, central heat
and air home. located 2'7
miles east of Alma Heights
$19.000 Phone 527-1764. 
46. Homes For Sale
House for sale Five rooms and
bath. Near downtown. Located
on 14 acre lot. $19.000 or best
offer Will part finance. 753-
2891 
47. Motorcycles
For sale' 1979 Honda Odyssey
or trade for dependable car.
Call 431-4437. 
1972 model. 500 Kawaski,
3.000 actual miles. like new,
$800. Call 753-5463 or 753-
/347.
Will trade Yamaha dirt bike for
plumbing labor. Call 753-0373.
1978 Yamaha DT-125, extra
low miles, excellent condition.
$600. 753-9620. 
1978 Yamaha DT-125 Enduro,
like new, 500 miles. $775. Call
753-6432.
48. Auto. Services 
Four Unilug western wheels, 14
inch with chrome lugs, fit any
make. $200 value for $110.
Call 153-4626 or 753-8474.
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. 478x13".
$22.55 plus 1.72 FET,
E78x14-. $26.10, _plus 2.20
FET, F78x14". $26.97 plus
2.32 FET. G78x14" or 15".
$28.83 plus 2.54 FET;
H18x14- or 15", $30.02 plus
2.76 FET; 178x15" $32.21
plus 3.06 FET. Wallis Hardware.
Paris. 
49. Used Cars 
1914 Belair Chevrolet 4-door
sedan. Good tires, good condi-
tion. $1895. Call 753-4455. 
1974 Brougham LTD, good con-
dition. $800. Call 753-8361. 
1972 Chevrolet Caprice, 4-door,
steering, brakes, and air, good
condition. One car owner.
$700. Phone after 5 pm. 753-
4443.,
wcusseurscuralsiwawstsaseriatrascrawfta-csawerwohasbaschasckestaset
6 Oz. Lobster Tail
Surf & Turf  $13.95
60, Tender Jory ',let
10 Oz. Chopped Sirloin  $4.95
Seasoned with 10 ,0 touch of *Mons 8 spOces
80L Rib Eye  $7.25
0101.02fily
10 Oz. Kansas Gty Strip  $7.95
Cooked to °peak of porl.Olon
6 Oz. Queen Filet  $7.95
For th• of Near,'
6 Oz. Lobster Tail  $8.50
$8.75
8 Oz. net Mignon  $9.25
Only the most cheroot, beef tenders
12 Oz. New York Strip  $9.25
The very Pest
%doll For Two(with all the trimmings) Our Famous
Salad Bar (o meal in itself, you'll find it o true delight -
one time through only please)
$14.95
A treat Ant foe you
16 Oz. T-Bone
A real mon sired steak
tYfitIettialion Spaghetti I Meat Sauce  $3•75
topped re0A our own spectoi sauce prepared front old Soflon
/ncludes a /rip to our soled tsar end. loot of fresh oven bokod brood
DeVantrs serves only the bleu in US ChoIr, Beef cut fresh defy
TINMINTSS NOT GUAR AN MD ON OITRA Wfl i ix tr ST/ AO
en ti'
12th St Chestnut 753-1314
itsaisamywC41111154111 IN/Ma bat Shah thg..11•46 Noes,. esdeakap,14,..ts.mi
49._ Used  Cars
1913 Caprice Chevrolet, 2-
door. 350, two. barrel car-
borator. excellent condition
60,000 miles. 159-1894. 
1969 Cutlass for sale. Please
call 753-3853 after 4:30 pm. 
For sale. 1973 Maverick, 302'
V8, power and air, $1000. 16/-
6356
For sale 1976 Datsun 280Z
two plus two, automatic, good
condition, very reasonable,
$5500 Call 753-4395 between
4 and 6 pm daily.
For sale: 1961 VW Beetle, 2



























Reduced for quick sale: 1916
Cutlass Supreme, power, air,
AM-FM 8-track, maroon with
white vinyl half-roof. . wire





















Never before has a sewing machine this versatile made sewing
this easy Just touch the picture of any of 27 stitch patterns, and
you've got it. instantly. The Touch-Tronic memory remembers
the programmed length and width, and can even give you a
mirror image of the stitch pattern. There's a built-in needle
threader guide, a push-button Self-winding bobbin, and a Touch-
Tronic buttonholer for the best buttonhole yet. The Touch-Tronic
2001 memory machine is so easy to use, you can forget about your
sewing machine and concentrate on creating something




Bel Air Shopping Center
SINGER OE
49-Xied Cars 
1972 Ford 4-000r wagon, clean.
$650. 1963 Chrysler New
Yorker. $275 Call 489-2595. 
1976 Grand Prix, black on
black, loaded Excellent condi-
tion. $2995 753-7853. 
1977 Grand Prix. white with
red Landau T-top, air condition-
ed, power windows and locks,
cruise and tilt. AM-FM 8-track.
$4200. Call 437-4428.
1972 Lincoln Mark IV, white,
new snow tires and brakes.
sound engine needs work on
deferential WO. 759-1718.  
753-5323
lit i 0131
49. Used Cars 
Porsche 914, 1972 yellow.
must sacrifice at $1950, needs
engine work, will trade for a
truck. Call 1502) 388-7498. 
1916 Silver Grand Prix, one
owner car. 30.000 miles.
$3500. Call 753-3383. 
1977 Trans Am, 33,000 miles.
like new, one owner. must sell
753-6204 
50. Used Trucks 
1977 Chevy Silverado truck.
22.000 miles. $4375. Call 753-











201  Walrus Streit
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day-Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 DI 5:00
- ?H&c( - - • •
HAIRCUT 51.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
I. N..... a  oi•••• cose 751 168S ••• ler w •••••,,r• now.,
50. Used Trucks
1951 and 1973 Chevy truck,
1961 Chevy van: 1971 Cadillac.
May be seen at Murray Muffler,
7th and Maple. 
1978 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup. All power and air, tilt
wheel, sliding rear window:'
rails on side. Call 489-2706
after 5 pm. 
1971 International school bus,
753-7746. 
1979 Jeep Cl-7, V8 with
automatic transmission, hard
top, power steering, tilt wheel.
Call 753-7688 after 5 pm. 
1975 Model GMC 1 ton truck.
$600: Call after 5 pm. 436-
2834. 
1976 VW Bus, automatic, AM-
FM stereo, excellent gas
mileage. Call 759-1289. 
51. Campers 
1970 Motor home, 18 ft. Open
Road. Automatic, steering,
brakes, double air, 2.5 k.w.
generator, 318 c.i. Dodge
Chassis, sleeps 4, completely
self contained. Excellent condi-
tion. 753-6278. 
51. Boats and Motors 
1976 Procraft, 115 Mercury
motor, good shape, lots of ac-
cessories. Phone 753-7892_ 
53' ServicesOffered 
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing, house painting.
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
Tates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vtbra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 153-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence Sales at Sears. now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for, free
estimates for your needs.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for tree estimates
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician Prqopt,
efficient service, reasonible
rates Call Ernest White. 753-
0605
Let us help you this Christmas
season Christmas cards ad-
dressed and mailed Call 753-
6068
Will haul driveway
white rock and Ag




53. Services Offered 33. Services Offered
Home repairs ano remodeling
services. 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Paper hanging and interior
painting Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337 
Painting - Paperhanging. Com-
mercial or residential Free
estimates. 759-1987 
Save time and money, call us
first, Millstone Development
Corp We move the earth for
your excovating needs Septic
tanks, ponds. and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
492-8258 
Tractor work breaking. disking.
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5.
753-2632
for your chain link fencing
needs contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 153-
1966
Guttering by Sears 9bars con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
/532310 for free estimates
Will do plumbing, heating.
remodeling, repairs around the
home. carpentry, and roofing
753-9600 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah















• One coat coverage
• Spatterless
• f•nest durable), SO Al ress51.1. e






701 S. 4th 753-0839
53. Services Offered 









53. Services Offered 
haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel







Free kittens, werned and
housebroken Call 759-4130 or
762-3317
xi.::;$;.:cict4:4;)
ik . 7.. .,...--, Vernon's itn
* : k
II 13 Half Price Sale! 
.4it
4
eAll denim-Khaki-Corduroy Jackets gI: 4
*All overalls to size 66 
411.
! 4
*All men & boys casual shoes 
Al
*All leather moccasins 
*3
*P.
*All womens handmade leather handbags §13.






Murray, Ky.-(502) 753-9885 .11E
ilE
•V -We Dress People and Horses" Elti
Shoe & Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services illi
W
-Boots 8 Shoes For Every ilti
$F. Activity Under The Sun" *3
ilt; ;lg.




Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
MARBLE
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors to Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...
Thornton Tile
itt Marble
"Quality That Will Please'.
6 1 2 So. 9th 753-5719





Murrell Kelly, 70. Route 3,
Murray. died at 4 a.m. today
in the Murray-Calloway
Coanty Hospital.
Kelly was a retired em-
ployee of the Merit Clothing





husband, Novle H.; one sister.
Delia Joiner, Dover Heights,
Fla.; one half-sister, Betty
Tinbeck, LaCenter; and one
brother, John W. Ogg,
Paducah.
Friends may call after 2
p.m. Sunday• in the Max
Churchill Funeral home.
Funeral will be at 1 p.m.
Monday in the funeral home.






Sermon subjects by the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker at the
services on Sunday, Dec. 2. at
the First Baptist Church will
be On No Not Manna
Again!" with scripture from
Numbers IL at 10:45 a.m., and
"Among All Nations" with
scripture from Romans 1:1-6,
at 7 p.m.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be a solo,
-He's Everything to Me," by
Wayne Halley, minister' of
music, who will direct the
church choir in a selection
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight as pianist.
* At the evening service Fay
Nell Flora will sing a solo,
"Fill -My Cup. Lord," and the
'Ladies Choir will sing
Beautiful Saviour."
Marvin Harris will serve as
deacon of the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30




Bruce Logue will speak on
-The Scapegoat- with
scripture from Leviticus
16:20-22 at the. 10:30 a.m.
services on Sunday, Dec. 2, at
the University Church of
Christ.
The college students will be
in charge of the services at 6
p.m. on Sunday.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, W. H. Brooks, J. T.
Page, Richard Smith, Harold
Grogan. Jack Wilson. Terry
Smith. Chuck Wilson, Barry
Grogan, James Feltner. Tim
Feltner, Rob Gingles, Gary
Taylor, Charles Smothermon,
and Tommy Reid.
Nursery suprvisors will be
Kate Eldridge. Edith Sledd,
Genese Reid, Anita Smith,
Carolyn Colson, and Laura
Parker.
Bible study will be held at




Masses will be held at 6:X
p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and,4130 p.m. on Sunday,
Dec. 2, at the St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will have as his sermon topic,
"Nations in Fear and
Anguish" with scripture from
Luke 21:25-28.
Church School Classes will
be held at 9:30 a.m. op Sun-
day.
The News In Brief
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP) — The
United States is looking to the
*s, Security' Council for a
ringing declaration calling on
Iran to release the 50
American hostages from the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
"We believe that all in-
ternational law and logic is on




WASHINGTON AP — The
Supreme Court is the next
battle ground in Sen. Barry
Goldwater's quest to win
Congress a role in ending U.S.,
treaties.
Goldwater lost a round
Friday when the U.S. Court of
Appeals ruled 6-1 that the
president has unilateral power -
to end a U.S.-Taiwan defense
treaty.
WASHINGTON i AP — The
manager of the Senate's
"windfall-profits" tax bill
says President Carter would
be justified in reimposing
- price-controls -car trill* oil if
the taxx were defeated.
"I think the president would
be wise to do business that
way if he thinks that's the
right thing to do," Sen. Russell
B. Long, D-la., said Friday.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP —
should have had more faith,"
said Iris Morley after a
taxicab drier turned in her
husband's missing $33.000 coin
collection.
Her husband Tom should
have, too.
Hours after Morley left New
Grace Baptist To
Hear Rev. Burpoe •
At Services
The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray. will hear the pastor,
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services on Sunday, Dec. 2.
Leland Peeler, music
director, will direct the choir
in special music at the mor-
ning hour and the youth group
at the evening hour. Dwane
Jones will be organist and
Anita Underhill will be
pianist. •
Nursery workers will be
Dell Bazzell, Freda Jones,
Terry Downey, and Bonnie
Hale.
For bus information persons
may call Verba Ray, 753-7200.
Sunday School will be at 9:4?
4/1.
'Take Time To Be
Holy' To Be Topic
Of Dale's Sermon
-Take Time To Be Holy"
will be the subject of the
sermon by John Dale at 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services on
Sunday. Dec. 2, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from Col.
4:1-5.
At the 6 p.m. service, Mr.
Dale will speak on the subject,
-First Principles of the
Oracles of God" with scrip-
ture from Heb. 5:12-14.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Kevin Garner, Vernon
Anderson, Glen W. Gibbs, Ed
A. Thomas, Randy Wright,
Frank Hargis, Bob Lax, Keith
Farley. Jack Ward, Raymond
Hamlin, Ray Karraker,
James Payne, Wayne Wilson,
Edgar Rowland, and Sam
Parker.
Teen nurser v helpei will be
Gay Evans and special class
helper will be Karen Shultz.
Bob Miller and Steve Steele
will serve on the Extension
I )epartment
Bible study will be held at
45 a.m. Sunday.
a3727., ateur
Come hy, towok Taylor Chevrolet and talk
with Craig Suite?;- one of our salesmen.
Call Craig during the daytime at 753-2617
or after hours at 753-5909.
OKIMIAL MOTORS Hums DIVISKM
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
mew anew mem mem mew mew -ustarro
York for a flight to his Cocoa,
Fla., home Friday, cabbie
Michael Konaplanik turned in
the rare coins in the small
brown cardboard box that
Morley had left on, the
backseat of his taxi the day
before.
PINEDALF:, Wyo. Apt —
Former Rock Springs police
chief Ed Cantrell never denied
he killed one of his officers
with a shot between the eyes
outside the Silver Dollar Bar
in Rock Springs.
But the 51-year-old Cantrell
said he fired in self-defense,
and after hearing 10 days of
testimony. a Sublette County
District Court jury on Friday
acquitted him of a murder
charge.
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran AP —
Militant students occupying
the U.S. Embassy said toda)
the three senior American
diplomats detained at the
Foreign Ministry were "the
head of the spies- and must be
kept in Irag along with the 50
Americans held hostage at the
enibassy compound.
ROME AP — John Paul
11, the pilgrim pope who
visited Mexico, Poland,
Ireland, the United States and
now Turkey since assuming
the papacy last year, says he
plans 110 more foreign travel
this year. -
"As French writer Jean
Paul Sartre sa s, you have to
know when to stay home," the
pontiff quipped in a chat with
reporters Friday aboard the
papal plane that returned him
to Rome from a three-day
fencemending visit with the
leader of the Eastern
Orthodox Church in Turkey
News Of Baby Came In Lady's
Room Of Bermuda Restaurant
Hy HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
While it is usually the wife who
tells a husband she is
pregnant, Phyllis George
Brown says she got the news
when her husband, Kentucky
Gov.-elect John Y. Brown Jr.,
burst into a Bermuda
restaurant's ladies room.
• 'We're pregnant, we did it,"
Mrs. Brown said her husband
The former Miss America
recounted the. incident to
newsmen Frida) at a Capitol
news conference during which
she confirmed she is pregnant.
The news conference was
Brown's third in three days to
an apponanients to his
MSU Takes Honors At
OVC Forensic Tourney
Murray State University
won the sweepstakes com-
petition and several other top




in Bowling Green. Nov. 15-17.
Murray State teams won
both first and second place in
debate in accumulating more
than 360 points. Individuals
from Murray State also won
three first pla-Ce awards.
Morehead State University
was second in .the overall
competition with 274 points,
followed by host West Ken-
tucky University in third place
with 248 points. -
Russell Walker, Ashland
senior, and -Keith Brown, Mt.
Washington junior, combined
to win first place among
debate teams, while Randy




compiled a perfect 6-0 record,
and the Hutchens-Soltys team
was 5-1 in the debate com-
petition, giving Murray State
the best team record of 11-1.
Walker was chosen as the
first place debate speaker,
while Brown won fourth place
and Hutchens took fifth place.
Walker also took first place •
awards in extemporaneous
speaking and impromptu
speaking and was third in
oratory. Brown and Hutchens
were fourth and sixth
respectively in ex-
temporaneous speaking.
The other first place in the
individual events was won by
Yvette' Payne, Joppa, Ill.,
sophomore, in oratory.
Others who wen recognition
in the individual speech
compel ,- were
Meri - t' Hughes. Thomp-
sum- We. Ill., sophomore,
second in prose interpretation
and fourth in poetry in-
terpretation: Tan Reding,
Elizabethtown senior, second
in impromptu speaking and
fourth in informative speaking
and after dinner 'speaking:.
Carla Horton. Murray junior.
second in poetry interpreta-
tion and third in after dinner
speaking: Tim Butterbaugh,
Wickliffe sophomore, fourth in
prose interpretation, fifth in
poetry interpretation and duo
interpretation, and sixth in
after dinner speaking;
Charles Hutcherson, Wickliffe






of forensics at Murray State,
noted that the success of the
debate team marks the fourth
time in the last five years that
Murray State has won the
debate competition in the Ohio
Valley Conference and the
second tune in the last four
years that- Murray State has
won the oVerall competition.
-We had the fourth largest
number of students) enter in
the competition, yet we won it
all," Valentine' said. "That
shows the kind of woil these
young people put into their
studies and their - per-
formances."
He also gave credit to








Dr. Dave Singh. an assistant
professor of economics at
Murray State University, was
among those presenting
research papers at the recent
meeting of the Southern
Economic Association in
Atlanta, Ga.
More than 1,000 economists
froni across the country were
in attendance'. .
Dr. Singh's paper, entitled





test various a suriiptions
Scholarship Aids In Costs
ASHLAND, Ky. AP
Part of Larry Dale Smith Jr.'s
college expenses have been
allayed with a $1,500
scholarship. Now he just has
to spend 18 years growing qv.
That's because Larry Dale
Smith Jr. is five mmonths old.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Dale Smith Sr. was one
of 150 . babies winning
scholarships to the Rochester
Institute of Technology in New
York. All the babies were born




The First United Methodist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., speak on the
subject, "The Banishing
Christian," at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
Dec. 2, at the church. His
scripture will be from
Colossians 1:9-23.
Guest soloist at the early
service will be Margaret
Porter who will sing "A Light
Divine." The anthem at the
second service by the Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will be '"In
Bethelehem's Lowly
Manager,"
The Carl Choir and the
Clpel Choir will sing "Light
Ode Candle" at the later
serv ire.
ehurch School will be at 9:45
a.m., Covenant Prayer Group
at 5 p.m., UMYF thmior and
Senior High at 5:1 p.m., and
special visit by J ' and Kieko
Stroud, missionary couple, at
6:30 p.m., all on Sunday.
anniversary of the foundir,,
Rochester Athenaeum, the
institute's forerunner.
To receive the scholarship,
the infant must meet BIT
admissions standards and
enter the college immediately
upon graduation from high
school.
A 1997 award date was set
because the newborns bv then
should be ready to enroll as
college freshmen. The contest
was advertised nationall
"Larry and Cindy -alp
had a boy's name apt( a c:•
name picked before the
was born," said Mrs.
Atkins, the child's grand-
mother, "so we filled oit'
coupon for both the Hi
name and the h0 's name in
advance.
"We knew there K:1, a
chance the baby would tie loirn
on that day and we were ready
just in case."
When Larry Dale Jr a;ls
born at 12:14 a.141. on .1.41e4. 12,
"we went right down ie the
post office and mailed the
form,- NUS. Atkins ' ;MI
"Now all we have to fin is
ii lake sure he goes to roily:
If not, another child Fr :n
nearly 1,500 entrants III
receive the 'scholarship. s:ild
Carolyn Rankin, 1l IT
spokeswoman. -
"Everyone that i•ntei
didn't win is an alter 'hit,...
she said. "We have non. than
1,300 alternates, so we exp.-ct
to give away all the
scholarships.-
Mr. and Mrs. .1. Warren
McClure of Key largo. H.1.,
and Charlotte, yt., priAided
the $225,000 scholarship fond;





—The rate of growth in




However, the rate of growth in
output is the dominant factor.
—The increase in con-
centration leads to more ef-
ficiency and higher produc-
tivity, and
—The inter-industry dif-
ferences in availability of
technological opportunity
seem to have some -in-
dependent effect on rate of
productivity change, aside
from its effect on con-
centration and change in
concentration.
A native of India, Dr. Singh
joined the Murray faculty this
past fall from the University
of Missouri at St. Louis. He
earned his undergraduate
,degree at Benedict College.
'Columbia, S. C., and holds
master's degrees from Duke
University and the Univer,t
of South Carolina.
His doctorate was earned in






To Hear Rev. Roos'
Sermon Sunday .
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor of the First Christian
Church, will speak on
"Promise of Hope In Midst of
Tragic!" at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, Dec. 2, at
the church. His scripture will
be fom Matthew 1:18-25.
"Come Down, 0 I.ove
Divine" will be the anthem to
be sung by the Chancel Choir,
&Vied by Margaret Porter
with Maxine Clark as
organist.
The ordinance of baptism
will beat the morning service.
Assisting in the services will
he Brent Boston, Johnny
Reagan, Lyle Underwood,
Norman Hale, Elmer Collins,
Dave Eldredge, M. C. Ellis,
Betty Gore, Leon Smith, fluffy
Greer, Preston Holland, and
Mr. 4nd Mrs. Eugene Scott.
- The flowers on the corn-'
munion table will be' .in
memory of Maurice Crass,
Jr., by the family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
new administration. However.
he had been asked at both
previous news conferences
about his wife's rumored
pregnancy.
Brown said it was his wife's
place to answer and brought
her along to Friday's session.
Mrs. Brown said the couple
received confirmation from
her New York doctor while ifl
Bermuda on a week's vacation
following the Nov. 6 general
election.
She said she had been
talking with her doctor by
telephone but had decided to
freshen up in the ladies room
before he received the test
results.
Meanwhile, Brown got on
the phone and was told the
happy news.
Mrs. Brown said the baby is
due the middle of July,
making her about 21 ... months
pregnant.
"I was apparentl pregnant
...1ig_lii.S.L11.19.011 if 'the can I.
paign , but I'm glad I didii't
know it." said Mrs. Brown,
who was an active cam-
paigner till' her husband
Mrs. Brown said she kid
talked about natural child-
birth with one of the men her
husband had defeated in the
Democratic gubernatorial
printary. former Louisville
may or Harvey Sloane, who is
a physician.
However, she said that
while she was III favor of
natural childbirth, she might
i'hang' her mind as the
deli-very time nears.
Mrs. Brown also revealed
that major rena•atilin work
lx' done on the Its ing area
The Lord's Supper
To Be Observed At
Sunday Services
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
Dec. 2, at the Memorial
Baptist Church. The Rev. Dr.
jerrell White, pastor, will
speak on "How To Feel
Secure" with scripture from
Psalms 62.
Wilma Billington will sing a
solo, "I Asked the Lord," and
the choir, directed by Milton
Gresham with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and
Sharon Owens as pianist, will
also sing.
Guy Cunningham will serve
as deacon of the week.
"Concern For Others" with
scripture from Matthew 25:31-
46 will be the subject of the
evening sermon by Dr. White.
Special music will be by a
Ladies Ensemble composed of
Sharon Owens, Wilma
Billington, Anne Lough, Linda
Stalls, Margaret Wilkins. and
Eva Hale.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m., both on
Sunday.
of the governor's mansion
before she .and her husband
move in. She said they will
occupy the Mansion during the
Dee. 11 inauguration and for a
short time afterwards as
Brown prepares for the 1980
General Assembly.
However, Mrs. Brown said
that wiring in the mansion is
so unsafe that repairs will
have to be made. She said
state engineers are currently
evaluating the structure to
determine what needs to be
done.
Mrs. Brown said she Is also
looking at an eventual com-
plete restoration of the
mansion, which she called "a
state and a national land-
Slit' said she has been
consulting with a national
expert in historic preservation
about the mansion and has
sonic ideas she "stole" from
other slate's first ladies about
raising money to furnish the
downstairs at the mansion,





FRANKFORT, Ky. i Al'i - -
The Kentucky Association of
School Superintendents will
hold as annual conference
Sunday through Tuesday at
I Amiss. Ile.
The theme of the meetings















Buy One, Get One Free
You II get Ti,. Clupp.r two goidun fish farts. heath Ines. c,
aisle cod two Souther" style buabouipose• Smply present
th'• Poa Murray. Ky Ofiter Good it" Sri 1 it', 4th Only
How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you




Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible tell them when to
come and collect.
-
4 •
